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Hughes speaks
USD president talks about
how to run a university
by Mairead Mitchell
"The buck stops here..." explained
President Author Hughes while
highlighting a president's role in
university management March 13
as part of the
ASit Speaker
Series.
In Hughes'
informal ad
dress to mem
bers of AXrc
and AK¥, the
two business
fraternities on
campus, he
photo by C. McNulty
Author Hughes highlighted
three impor
tant areas of management: leader
ship, decision making, and plan
ning.
Hughes has been with USD, since
the merger of the San Diego Col
lege for Men and San Diego Col
lege for Women in 1971. Hughes
said that over time his role as presi
dent has changed from basic organ
izing to running a corporation with
an $80 million per year budget.
"The university is not a democ
racy or political entity: but rather it
operates in a hierarchial arrange
ment," said Hughes in response to
the type of leadership he has at USD
as president.
In the future, Hughes anticipates
the possible acquisition of both
University of San Diego High
School property,as well as the Mark
Twain property (across from the
Alcala Vistas).
In addition, there is the question of
whether USD should emphasize
research or teaching. Hughes as
serts the bottom line is: What is in
thebestintrestof the institution? At
this point in time teaching is em
phasized.
Decisions like these are made using
a strategy as well as a network of
resources. These resources consist
of faculty, staff, and board mem
bers.
As one student put it, "Dr. Hughes
gave the listeners a taste of how
complicated the decision making
process is when he pointed out how
many various programs he is re
sponsible for."
There is a web of things to con
sider within the process; including
financial affairs, endowement, en
rollment management, and student
Continued on page 3
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Disneyland on $10 a day... Growing safety concerns
prompt new escort service

_

it I

photo by Mike Spengler
"I hope Captain Hook is really a man, " said Freshman Patty
O'Connor with her arm around him above.
O'Connor traveled to Los Angeles to visit Disneyland on a trip
sponsored by RPM and AS. At $10, tickets included Disneyland
admission and transportation. Tickets sold out in under two
hours.
"It was a great opportunity to have USD students together off
campus in an atmosphere like Disneyland," said O'Connor.

Next week is Greek Week
by Lisa Klein
This Monday marks the beginning
of USD's first Greek week.
If you are wondering what this is,
Greek week,according to its organ
izers, is a chance for all of USD's
sororities and fraternities to "inter
act with each other" as a whole,
with the overall goal of community
involvement
Keri Oberg stressed that in gen
eral, Greeks "often get caught up in
the activitiesof their own organiza
tions," so Greek week will give
them the "opportunity to do some
thing together for USD and the
community as well."
The idea was first considered by
the Interfraternity Council who
incorporated the Panhellenic, with
the hope of "starting a tradition" on

USD's campus, according to Neal
Curry.
Things will kick off on Monday,
March 26, with the company and
humor of Rusty Nails. Opening
Ceremonies will be held on the
football field with a day of games
and races between USD's Greeks
along with San Diego's Big Brother
Big Sister Program, which has been
chosen as the benefactor of this
years Greek Week.
Tuesday, appropriately termed
Philanthropy day, is the combined
fund raising efforts of the Greeks,
who hope to raise $2,000 for the
San Diego Big Brother Big Sister
Program. Fund raising tables, rang
ing from food topictures toa moonwalk will be in front of the UC, as
Continue on page 2

by Scott Weaver
Students need no longer walk
alone. Thanks to the combined
efforts of Phi Kappa Theta, Sigma
Chi, and Delta Sigma Pi fraterni
ties, USD now has an escort service
to be used by students traveling
across campus.
The service, which began Mon
day, runs between 7pm and mid
night, Sunday through Thursday,
and will provide escorts for stu
dents to any location on campusand
to graduate housing.
Last week students from these
fraternities, along with representa
tives from AS, Student Affairs, and
Public Safety, met to work out the
logistics of the escort service. It
was decided that the school would
supply a vehicle and the fraternities
would supply two men a night to
drive the vehicle.
Students who need to travel to
another location on campus should
call the information desk in theUC,
ext. 8888.
The work study student at the in
formation desk will be in radio
contact with the escort vehicle and

ment a call is received. Within a
few minutes the student needing an
escort should have a ride to wher
ever he or she wants to go on cam
pus.
USD Public Safety also announced
that all officers will provide rides
for students who request them.
The fraternities decided to develop
the escort service out of concern for
the safety of coeds on campus. After
the recent attack on a freshman
woman walking back to Camino/
Founders following a basketball
game, the fraternities approached
Dean Burke with the idea of the
escort service.
The organizers of the escort serv
ice intend to provide security for
those who are in vulnerable situ
ations walking around on campus at
night.
All students are welcome to use
the service, but the organizers hope
to discourage use by those who are
just lazy and do not want to walk.
They do not want a freshman girl to
have to wait 15 minutes for an es
cort because other students are not
in the mood to walk.

AS programming mistake
postpones Senior Banquet
by Rachael Gerbic
Originally planned for April 20th,
Senior Banquet has been postponed
to May 4th due to a scheduling
conflict with the AS sponsored
Richard Lewis comedy show.
According to AS Vice President
Brian Wink, the Student Alumni
Association, sponsor of the ban
quet, reserved the evening with
Special Events in early February.
Two weeks ago, however, thesame
day the date appeared in the VISTA,
Senior Banquet coordinators were
informed that comedian Richard
Lewis had been scheduled for the
same night.
Senior Banquet chair Meredith
Manning said, "As far as we knew
there was nothing scheduled for that
date."
"I'm upset because they've known
about this date for a long time, but
they scheduled Richard Lewis any
way. They claim he is a bigger

draw," Manning said. She feels
seniors would choose the banquet
over the comedian.
Manning, whose main concern is
scheduling a new place for the
banquet, said, "I'm still waiting for
an explanation as to why no one
informed us until that late."
"This kind of conflict happens a
lot, the only difference here is that
you're dealing with two major
events," Wink said.
AS officials felt it was a question
of the greater good.
"I'm representing the AS first, that
means all 3,500 undergraduates.
I'm worried about 300 seniors, but
then again I'm worried about 3,500
other students," Wink said.
Before the conflict the banquet
was to be held at the Hyatt Islandia
on Mission Bay Drive. As of Tues
day night, a new location had not
been determined.
Continued on page 2
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Fraternities develop judicial
system to enforce IFC rules

photo by Chriss Dalton
The USD public is invited to attend the dedication ceremonies for Manchester Child
Development Center on April 6 at 2:15 pm. Children, like those above, have been
attending the Center since its opening last Fall.

Senior Banquet date changed
Continued from page 1
Manning says, "Now we're starting from
scratch, we have to find a new place." The
fine for breaking the contract with the Hyatt
is now being negotiated.
Some of the new locations being considered
are the Mission Bay Hilton, the La Jolla
Marriot, and the La Jolla Hyatt.
Concerning the mishap, Wink said,"You do
the best you can to accomodate both groups.
We ran into a problem and we resolved it."
Wink doesn't see this as a problem, but
notes it would have been if they had to hold
the events the same night.
"You want as many seniors to come to the
Banquet as possible," Wink said.
He also said, "It makes perfect sense that the

Senior Banquet got mixed up with the con
cert"
AS President Mike Brown said "if it had
been anything but a concert, we wouldn't
have moved it [the banquet]."
Wink said,"I don't think it has to do with the
ability of the AS, SAA or any organization.
It's something that happens every day. Some
bugs in the CARP (scheduling) system need
to be worked out."
Wink also notes that planning for the Rich
ard Lewis concert began last October.
None the less, the Senior Banquet will go
on. It will be held on May 4th, location to be
announced.
Manning said "it will definitely be taken
care of in time."

by Lisa Klein
With the inception of the Inter-Fraterity
Council Judicial Boardlast month, the fraternaties now have the authority to deal with
violations of Inter-Fratemity Council poli
cies on their own.
Under this system, the Board will investi
gate any alledged violation(s) of IFC bylaws
by the fraternaties.
There are a total of four appointed Justices,
one from each fraternity, as well as the Judi
cial Chief Justice.
The process of investigation begins with the
filing of a "Report of Alleged Misconduct"
with the IFC advisor. This report will then be
reviewed by the IFC advisor, the IFC Presi
dent and the Chief Justice. They will then
decide if the case should be handled infor
mally, by theJudicial Board or by the Dean of
Students.
If the case is to come up before the board, a
Justice will be assigned to investigate the
case, and a written notice will be sent to the
fraternity in question.
A private hearing will then be held, the
contents and results of which are held in
confidence until a final decision has been
reached.
If misconduct is confirmed, the violation
will be categorized with an appropriate sanc
tion, which could be as small as a warning or
as severe as expulsion.

Although USD has had the opportunity and
paperwork necessayr to establish a IFCJ udi
cial Board since, 1983, reports indicate the
IFC simply lacked the organization and the
initiative to do so unitl this year.
Reuben Mitchell, Assistant Director of Stu
dent Activities and IFC Advisor, along with
Sean Southard, IFC President, and Charles
Acosta, current Chief Justice of the Judicial
Board have dedicated much of their time and
efforts in completing the formation of this
board. This included extensive work and
revision of the Judicial Procedures and the
selection of designated justices from each
fraternity.
As stated by the Judicial Procedures Docu
ment, the goal of this board is not only to
provide a more efficient and reliable proce
dure for self regulation, but also serves to
"improve the public image of the fraternity
system by promoting high standards of con
duct".
USD's fraternities and the Judicial Board
hope to express, through their actions, that
they are responsible and capable of dealing
with inter-fraternal cases of misconduct,
conflicts, and overall problems.
In doing so, the Judicial Board hopes that
USD fraternities will consider more seri
ously their actions and will learn by their
mistakes.

Greek Week
Continued from page 1
well as a band and a blood drive in Forum AB.
Wednesday, Greeks hit the bay on a boat
cmise. This semi-formal event will offer
"fun, food, and drinks" for all Greeks 21 or
older.
Thursday is designated sports day. 100
children from a local elementary school will
join the Greeks for games and a barbecue. In
the evening, combined chapters will have the
opportunity to display their wit and knowl
edge in an assimilated Family Feud Game
Show.
Saturday, the Greek Olympics, sponsored

by 9IX will be held at Mission Beach . All
Greeks will compete with each other in many
fun and interesting events, such as a tug-ofwar and a triathlon.
Sunday, April 1, marks the end of USD's
1990 Greek Week. An award ceremony, the
first of it's kind, will be held for the weeks
events, including thefollowing commemora
tions: top scholar from each house, commu
nity service, athlete from each house, Greek
man and woman of the year, fraternity and
sorority with the highest overall average and
the most community service hours.

THE WRITING CENTER

CAMIN0176
Call x-4581 for an appointment
or drop in during our special
DDIROP HN IHI®m§ 3-5PM
Specializing In Generating paper
topics, Clarifying, Organizing, Style,
Sentence Structure, and much Much
MORE...

WRITING ACROSS THE
CURRICULUM

Members of USD's first Judicial Board are (left to right): Bill Brown (Phi Kappa
Theta), Scott Morris (Sigma Pi),Charles Acosta (Sigma Chi), Jim Albritton (Delta Tau
Delta), and Rich Perl (Sigma Chi).

LOWEST AVAILABLE AIRFARES !!

Peer Student Tutoring
M®nDirsS MON-THURS 9AM-9PM
(Closed Thurs 11-12:30 pm for
workshops)
FRIDAY 9AM-5PM
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TOPS IN TRAVEL
1050 Rosecrans Street - Suite 4
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Get your tickets now... AS forms Issues Board to
address student concerns
March 22,1990-VISTA-3

by Theresa Delia

ANYTHING BUT LOVE's Richard Lewis will be on campus April 20 and AS Special
Events Director Alex Chucri encourage students to buy their six dollor tickets
anything but late. Tickets are on sale now at the USD box office. General admission
tickets are $18.50. Chucri explained that students should definitely purchase tickets
immediately before sales are open to the public.

President discusses management style
Continued from page 1

affairs. Hughes displayed some humility
when he expressed that he "doesn't always
make the right decisions; it's hard on the ego,
but you have to live with it."
USD's five year "kaleidoscope vision"
projects a constantly changing enviroment.
Issues of today are no longer those of the
future.
This vision encompasses raising the quality
of eduacation, finding a balance between a
research and teaching emphasized institu

tion, and increasing the diversity of nationali
ties on campus.
In addition, he plans to create a diversity of
majors by increasing the level of difficulty
for business majors.
In doing this he hopes to accomplish two
things: first, to decrease thedisproportionate
number of business majors (currently half the
population are business majors). And sec
ondly, to increase the quality of students
earning business degrees.

Do you have a question about teacher evalu
ations? Do you have a complaint about the
parking or safety problems? Do you think no
one is doing anything about your concerns?
Now you can take it to the Issues Board.
The Student Issues Board consists of the AS
President, the Secretaries of Justice, Acedemics and S tudent Services as well as the student
senators.
The board was formed at the first senate
meeting in February as a branch of the AS to
deal with issues like the ones mentioned
above.
The board, an arm of the AS executive
branch, like the Program Board, will serve
two functions.
First, it will be representative, finding out
what student's concerns are.
It will also be a fact finder. For example, if
the students are concerned about safety on

campus, the Issues Board will investigate
what is being done about it. This might in
clude talking to security or physical plant.
The board will then be able toget back to the
students about what is being done.
They will also be able to make suggestions
representings the student's concerns to the
appropriate departments or by reporting the
situation back to the AS for possible meas
ures to be voted on.
Associate Dean of Students, Tom Cosgrove
believes the Issues Board will be very pro
ductive.
He says the AS has been reactive in the past.
An issue comes up and the AS reacts to take
care of it. The board will be proactive,
finding out student's concerns before they
become major issues.
Because the Issues Board is a new arm of the
AS, a clear purpose will not befinalized until
the end of April.

Get a job at Career Day
USD's annual Career Day will be held
Wednesday, March 28, in the UC Forum AB
from 1l-2pm. Career Day is an occasion for
students to talk to visiting alumni and recruit
ers about opportunities in a variety of career
fields.
Representatives from more than 75 organi
zations will attend. Employers come from
both the private and public sectors. All ma
jors will be represented Career Day.

Channel 39's Denise Yamada will be on
hand to speak with communications majors.
Other representatives attending range from
accounting firms to the Peace Corps, from the
FBI to health services administrators.
The event is open to all students, those who
want general information about career fields
and those with resumes looking for a job.
Students can also look for summer intern
ships.

Tliis Week
Alan Jewett
Lecture on Advertising's Policy
on Racism and Sexism
Tuesday, 8:00PM Forum A

Vote for next year's

Showcase:

Make Me Laugh!!

AS officers
March 26 &27 in front of UC
Special Olympics Basketball
Tournament

March 22, 9:00PM Camino

Spring Ball

March 24 & 25

Film Forum

"Uncle Buck"
Sunday, March 25th
8:30pm Forum AB

tickets
Sale at the at the box office
March 31 at the Omni Hotel
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Vista Literary Contest results are in!
First Plac© Essay:
Although it has been 20 years since I was
a freshman in college, it wasn't until I had
watched later episodes of "Eyes on the
Prize," which dealt with civil rights, that I
realized how different college days are
today than they were in 1970 when I
attended UC Santa Barbara. I had forgot
ten because the campus here looks much
the same as the campus did at UCSB two
decades ago, and in many respects so do
the students.
The students here are what one might
expect to see on a college campus. They
are young and energetic with a confident
outlook on the future. In 1970 we looked
and felt the same way, but we were com
ing out of the turbulence of the late 60s.
For many of is, the immediate future
seemed uncertain. Unlike the posters and
banners here at USD that tell of campus
activities, fraternity meetings, and spring
break trips to Mexico, our posters and
banners spoke of events that truly re
flected the signs of the times. On every
wall, fence, porch and window, or wher
ever there was any amount of space, there
were announcements. Announcements
for political speakers, protest marches,
and demonstrations; as well as the colors
of liberation. Whether it was for Black
^Liberation, La Raza, women's rights, or

First Place
Devastated Earth

— by Robert Meyers
Welcome to a place of hell
Where nothing is ever well
Sickness strikes everywhere
Even miles from nowhere

The withered planet still survives
Governments destroyed our lives
Our country and people still exist
Though we must hide from acid mist
Look at the damage and its cost
Now they see that everyone lost
Their weapons so powerful and strong
Did they not know that they were
wrong?
Nuclear, chemical, biological
"If they strike, retaliate we shall"
Can we ever bring them back
The precious lives we now lack?
Our people will someday dream again
We will heal and come forth then
The world is but a burnt hearth
It is now hell on Earth

Just a Backward Glance

Greenpeace, the colors and factions were
everywhere.
And there was anxiety. So much anxiety
concerning the issues of the day that I thought
of it as just another part of college life. Poli
tics was as much of a focus as the classes you
took. Marches, demonstrations, consumer
boycotts, and confrontations with those in
authority were commonplace. I knew con
frontations could be risky. I had learned that
while still in high school.
Just nine months earlier, while taking a short
cut through the San Jose State campus on my
way home from tennis practice, I literally
walked into a wall of people shouting and
running. I stood my ground until they had all
passed only to find myself facing a line of
police officers wearing gas masks and hold
ing shields. I would have stood there frozen
had a woman not come back and pulled me
away before the first tear gas canisters were
fired. From that day on I was afraid of
marches, but I went anyway because I be
lieved in what we were doing. I also believed
that one more person and one more voice
could make a difference.
In 1970 we were living and making history
at the same time, and we knew it. We were
part of the student movement, members of the
liberation front,organizers for Earth Day,and
activists for women's rights. We wanted

peace, equality, clean air, political freedom,
lepresentation, and social change. And like
so many who came before us, we wanted the
changes now! Some of the changes came,
but none of them came quickly. Certainly
not quickly enough for all of the men, women,
and children who died in Viet Nam. Or for
those who sacrificed their lives in the name
of social reform.
At the age of 18 it was always my hope that
if and when the war ended, that my children
would never have to be given a draft number
experience the worry of having loved ones
fighting far away. That maybe, just maybe,
all of the marching and demonstrating might
at least be a start towards peace.
Although we were not the first to speak out
and strive for a better world, none of us who
lived through those times came away un
changed. In 1970,1knew then, just as I know
now that in order to save ourselves we must
first save our planet. I knew then, just as I
know now that someplace, somewhere there
will always be fighting because we as a
people have yet to learn the meaning of
"Love thy Neighbor." I also knew then, just
as I know now that someplace, somewhere
there is a hunger because we have not yet
learned to look upon one another as brothers
and sisters. But the solution to our problems
had to start somewhere. Even if the problems

Runner-up essay:

The Chicken Story

by Robert Meyers
The rooster, standing on top of the fence
post a few feet away from my window,
puffed out its chest and crowed as loud as he
could. Youdon'tknowhowloudonerooster
can be! I got up and I did what any normal
sleepy and tired human being would do. I
threw a sneaker at it. Now that I was awake,
I showered and did my usual chores.
I was in the middle of my last one, shovel
ing leftovers and scraps into the food bin for
the pigs, when I realized that I had to cook
dinner. I hate cooking dinner. It takes
twenty minutes to cook, five minutes to eat
and a half hour to clean up. So there I was,
shoveling pig food when a chicken ran by
me being chased by a rooster. I decided to
have chicken for dinner.
I finished shoveling pig chow andprepared
to catch a chicken. I grabbed my running
sneakers, one of which was outside my win
dow, and looked for my net. I found it
beneath a pile of horse manure by the bam.
Man, did it smell. After cleaning my net, I
went to where thechickens weresupposed to
be, the chicken house. I walked inside, only
to feel a plop on my shoulder amoment later.
A rooster was perched on a rafteT just out of
reach making satisfied rooster noises. That
pissed me off.
So there I was, standing in the chicken
house with rooster crapon my shoulder with
no chickens insight! None. Notonechicken.
I gave the rooster the finger and dove out of
the building before it could retaliate. I
searched for chickens until I heard that dis
tinctive clucking sound that only chickens
can make.
I thought to myself, no problem. I ran
towards thechickens, net swaying above my
head and arrived to see them all running off
in different directions. I'll never understand
how they knew that I was coming, but they

did. I swung my net, andnarrowly missed one
of the moving drumsticks.
Picture me, running back and forth swinging
at every chicken in sight, and missing each
time. In seconds, all but one chicken had
disappeared. I quietly snuck up behind it, and
slammed my net down. Before my net could
hit, thecrazy chickenattackedme! Thechicken,
being alittle bottomheavy, hit me smack dab in
the middle of my chest and knocked me over.
Wouldn't you know that I would land in the pig
sty!
I crept out of the sty, mud and who knows
what else covering me from head to toe. I
started chasing the chicken again. We were all
over. In the barn, in the pig sty, even the
chicken house. I chased that fat chicken soon
enough, we were heading towards the entrance
of my farm. Heck, even my dog joined in the
"fun." He ran behind me nipping at my feet.
Some help he was.
The chicken sped closer to the entrance and
the wind began to blow the gate shut, the
chicken and my dog scampered underneath it.
I hit it full force. Bad timing you might say.
The chicken was getting away so I inhaled
deeply and staggered after it.
The chicken made a sharp right and crossed
into the road. My pesky dinner was dodging
cars trying to get to the other side, while I stood
watching. I never made it. A moving vehicle
smashed it into chicken burgers. It wasn't just
your every daycar thathitmy would be chicken
dinner. It was a Yugo!
I never did have chicken dinner, I had spa
ghetti instead, but I did Fmd out the answer to
the proverbial question: "Why did the chicken
cross the road?" The chicken crossed the road
to escape from a hungry farmer who wanted to
eat him and to get smashed into gristle by a
Yugo.

The Vista thanks all who made submissions to
this contest! We encourage all aspiring writers
to contribute to the Asylum in the future.

seemed so great that we might not be able
to solve them in our lifetime, we had to
start somewhere.
As I watch the students walk by while
thinking back to 1970,1 realize that some
of the results of what took place 20 years
ago are evident today. Some of the results
have faded into memory, and some have
not yet been fully realized. If we were the
generation of change, perhaps this is the
generation of hope. Ultimately, history
will be the judge of our actions.

?

Runner-up poem:
Spirits Mend

by Michael J. Rodriguez
I close my eyes
For the beauty lies in the mind,
And with her I am there.
I realize
There the world will drink and dine,
And consume us as we wear.
Our joy it binds,
But the spirit abides elsewhere
That one we still will be.
In this, one finds.
And is still lost to the despair
Of what might never be.
Still my eyes close
When restoration is of need
And the beauty will come repose.
So love on her will feed
And hers on me; the dream will end
When spirits mend.
Beguiled in the spell of her glance
I am empty of consciousness,
And falter in my trance.
Through an aura of nakedness
I am slave to a mortal will,
And spiritually still.
She carries me
Wherever she wishes to go,
And with her I am there.
She suffers me
When I'm no longer with my soul,
And time's consumed my wear.
This loss she mourns
'till her spirit is joined with mine
In 'nother existence
Beyond the Norns
Where lovers need not face their time
Of deathly persistence.
Still we are 'live
When destinies do collide.
And their love is soon to arrive
For her strength turned the tide,
And mine reinforced 'til the end
^
Where spirits mend.

J

Associated Student Platforms
PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE PAUL MCHALE

Expanding the variety of the types of music heard at
Associated Students is an organization run strictly
the Lark's is one idea. Jazz, blues, folk, and of course
by the students for the students. My name is Paul
rock should be available to you, the students.
McHale, and I am running for A.S. President. As an
A.S. events and representation is for everyone. I
integral member of A.S. the previous year I have wit
would like
to emphasize that point. USD is often
nessed the success's as well as fail
looked at as a traditionless school. It
ures. I have also witnessed the apathy
"Together we can im is up to us, the student body to start
that exists at USD.
prove the quality of those traditions. I think this can be
A good deal of this apathy may be in
student life at U.S.D." done through increases participation
part due to inconsistant representa
from everyone. This includes the
tion and programming of previous
greeks, professional societies, groups/organizations,
years. However, from my point of view I see A.S. as
and those people who choose to be independent.
a vastly improved,and ever advancing establishment
By constant communication between these groups, I
My goal is to continue this improvement.
think we can start up our own traditions, as well as
One of A.S.'s main objectives is to increase the rep
increase the true representation of students by their
resentational outlet of the organization. This has
own Government. So next time you see posters for a
caused thecreation of the Town Meeting and Student
Lark, showcase, or Town meeting, show up! Together
Issues Board. I see unlimited possibilities for this
we can improve the quality of student life at U.S.D.
board. Pro-active steps are already being taken on
The A.S. is committed to achieving this goal. Our
issues such assafety, and midterm grades. Continued
doors are always open to your ideas and complaints.
improvement of programming is also a goal.

C VOTING: MONDAY AND TUESDAY
MARCH 26 AND 27
FROM 10:30AM - 6:30 PM

Vice Presidential Candidate
Bernard T. Candelaria
The key success factor for an executive
member of AS is understanding the needs
of the student body and understanding
the talents and resources of the Associ
ated Students. If elected Vice-President
of AS, it willbe my responsibility to align
the AS and thestudent body is such a way
to make the college experience extremely
rich and beneficial for you, the USD
student.
Successful fulfillment of the position of
Vice-President boils down to some fun
damental abilities. The position itself
requires over-seeing, planning, assisting,
and directing various functional areas of
AS. The focal assignment of the VP is
event programming- a direct-impact area
of the student body.
The Vice-President's talents must allow
him to concentrate his energies on this
vital function of AS in order to establish
the highest quality, student intensive
events. Aside from job function, the two
most important characteristics are enthu
siasm and the ability to work with people
on a day to day basis.
Being Vice-President demands a hands

Candidates Fair Today
In Front Of The UC
From 11:00 till 1:00

on, personal commitment to you, the
student body at USD.
With highly involved students in or
ganizations ranging from: Athletic clubs,
Student Government, Academic clubs,
Greek/Social organizations, Community
Service groups, and Religious groups, it
is easy to see that Your needs at USD
involve making your college years a most
rewarding experience, in and out of the
classroom.
How can I, Bernard, bring AS and the
actual student body closer to its potential
Give-Give relationship that ought to exist
in an environment such as USD.
My ongoing involvement in many ac
tivities at USD has enabled me to foster
good working relationships across the
campus with various groups.
From the Orientation Program, to Busi
ness and Social groups, to classroom
associations, I have acquired the skills
and dedication necessary to be successful
in the position of Vice-President. I care
about the future of AS, and I care about
your future. Please don't get left behind
in the coming years: Vote for leadership
on March 26. Thank You, BC.

The Candidates will be handing
out information about themselves.
They will also be telling you what
they are running for.

Candidates
President: Paul McHale
Vice President: Bernard Candcliaria, Jennifer Castle
Sec. Marketing: Meighen Miller, Julie Cliff
Sec. Academics: Linda Lee, Karin Anderson
Finance: Linda Abell, Cindy Tolewitzkc
Social Chair: Michelle Poloma, Charlie Bush
Sec. of Student Services: Carrie Krueger, Colleen Quick
Sec. of Athletics: TaraAllgood
Sec. of Justice: Greg Weaver
Senior Senator: Paula M. Marcheschi, Glenn McCormack, Jonmari Badillo
Junior Senator: Marcella Duncan, Megan Baker, Heather Jones
Sophmorc Senator: Nellie Correnti, Tammy Duncan

VOTE! IT'S YOUR
RIGHT!

Vice Presidential Candidate
Jennifer Caslte
Put my Experience to work for You!
My name is Jennifer Castle and I deserve
to be your next VicePresident. The role
of the Vice President is to oversee the
programming of events on and off cam
pus, as well as serve as a liaison between
the students and the administration and
within the student body itself. The Asso
ciated Students Vice President is a very
important position, one that requires
experience and dedication. I have that
experience and dedication.
They say that the younger you start 'em,
the better they'll be. Well you couldn't
have started me much earlier. During
Orientation week my freshman year I was
already hooked on the concert board and
eagerly working on the Mikey Dread and
Simply Red concerts. My hard work and
dedication continued on and we ended up
with the sold out success of The Alarm.
I furthered my AS experience in the
Marketing Department while continuing
to work with the Concert Board, Lark,
and Showcase committees. I currently
hold the position of Secretary of Market
ing, serving on the Executive Board,
Senate, and Program Board. Working in
the Graphic Studio for two years has
given me an important advantage. I am
able to be an integral part of each and
every event. I enjoy the hands on experi
ence, I love to help people out and watch
them attain success. Nothing is more
gratifying than encouraging someone to
reach their goal and watching them suc
ceed.
I can tell you my whole life
story, and the bizzare tale of how I was
chased by a duck when I was three, but
what really counts is what I am going to
do for you as Vice President.
I'm not going to fill you with campaign
promises that get pushed aside when

reality sets in, or fill this page with great
suggestions that can never be carried out
What counts is that I am a qualified indi
vidual fully capable of being your Vice
President. I am a hard working person
and I am committed to the university, the
organization, and especially to all of us,
the students. I am experienced and know
the ins and outs of the Associated Stu
dents as well as many other aspects of
campus including Residence Life, Din
ing Services, Campus Ministry, Academ
ics, Public Safety, and Student Affairs.
I would like to create an atmosphere
within the AS that is open and encourag
ing to all students, no matter what their
walk of life may be. This past year we
have worked hard as a University to unite
many different groups on campus includ
ing AS, Greeks, and Residence Life. I
would like to see this unity continue to
grow stronger. We have also established
a successful program of events that I
would like to see continue and also grow
stronger. Leadership, motivation and
enthusiasm will make all of this work, as
students we just have to want to make it
work!
Programming isn't all there is to college
life. I plan to dedicate my time to the
needs and concerns of you, the students.
The safety of students and especially
residents has been of great concern this
past semester. I would like to see this
issue addressed and I have many ideas
that we can all work towards to makeour
hill a safer place.
I've worked three hard years with dedi
cation and determination for this position
and I would be proud to continue my hard
work and be your next Vice President.
Please Vote JENNIFER CASTLE for AS
Vice President. Together we can make
this campus the best we want it to be!
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The "me" generation
By Jeff Fluharty
The college student of my gen
eration has become stagnate. As a
freshman here at USD I see a very
apathetic political and social out
look. In the 60's and 70's students
fought for civil
rights, protested
the war in Viet
nam, and most
importantly, got
involved.
Today the Nin
tendo Generation
of college stu
dents seems to be
content with a
passive existence
on campus.Sure,
one sees peace symbols and antiapartheid signs all over USD, but
today it is more fashion than feel
ing.
As the youth and future of the
world we should want to get in
volved and make a difference. But
we don't. The typical blase USD
student continues tolive in hisown
"I" world. "I" will go to college,
"I" will get good grades,so "I" can
get a good job, and have lots of
money! Many of us are driven by
materialism and selfish motives.
Why is it the only time we do
community service is when our
fraternity or athletic team requires
it?
Or why is it the only time we
attend an Earth Day function is
when it is mandatory for our envi
ronmental studies class? How
many of us even voted during the
last election?
College should be a learning
experience, not only from books,
but from life. There is so much
going on in the would right now
that we arc cheating ourselves and
society by not getting involved.
USD may be a fairly conserva
tive campus, but that is not the
problem. The medium is there for
students to express themselves, but
many just do not want to put forth
the effort.
On campus organizations like
The Social IssuesCommittee, Earth
Day, The Conservation Club, and

Volunteer Resources provide solid
opportunities for one to get involved
and make a difference. Volunteer
ing is an opportunity to use our in
dividual talents to give a little back
to society.
The groups I
named
do
have many
dedicated stu
dents who do
nated their
time, efforts
and abilities,
but it really
disappoints
me that a
greater per
centage of the
USDstudent body does not possess
this desire to help others. I do not
understand the excuses they make.
Many people were offended
when I used the word "apathetic" to

cans who don't care about anything
that does not pertain directly to our
own material lives. I don't know.
The 1990's look to be a time of
change and action. Like the 60's
which proceeded the carefree 50's,
the 90's are following the hungryfor-meaning, boring 80's. TheBig
Chill generation was ready to get
involved in thestruggling issues of
the 60's. My generation should be
prepared and motivated to start
tackling the problems that threaten
our world in the 90's.
The parallel is obvious between
these two timeperiods. If thiscycli
cal pattern is true then the90's look
to be a time of active social aware
ness.
Protests and violence will not be
the way of the quiet revolution of
the 90's. People will go through or
ganizations and use their own
unique talents to contribute tosoci

describe them. They said that they
do care about the world they live in
but just do not
have the time
to get in
volved.
I under
stand thereare
many
fun
things to do in
San Diego,
but in my
opinion these
people have
their priori ties
mixed up.
They do deserve to be labeled as
apathetic towards society if they
are not willing to make the time for
something they believe in strongly.
In Czechoslovakia, Germany,
China, and allaround the world stu
dents are taking risks and using
their vitality to have positive ef
fects on the world. Another youth
movement is starting in the world
while many USD students are
waxing their Mustangs and lying in
the sun.
So why don't we get involved? Is
it because we are so over burdened
with our studies that we have no
time? Or are we just not interested?
Maybe we are just spoiled Ameri-

ety in a very individual and per
sonal way.
More progress
can be made in
the 90's than was
ever possible in
the 60's. There is
a sense of great
optimism and
hope in the world
right now. A
world commu
nity truly seems
possible.
I hope my gen
eration is up to the
challenges that lie in front of us.
Our world isfaced with many prob
lems and action is needed now more
then ever.
We will either be known as the
generation thatcleaned upour world
or the generation that sat back and
watched whileeverything crumbled
around us.
The opportunity is there for us to
finally turn the comer and take
strong steps in the right direction.
Oppression, poverty and environ
mental problems can be eliminated.
Solutions are within our grasps.
There are no excuses.
Let's get involved and make the
difference! Or are we Philistines?

The typical
blase USD
student
continues to
live in his own
T' world.
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Protests and
violence will
not be the way
of the quiet
revolution
of the 90's.
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Letters
Dear Editor,
This letter is in response to last
Thursday's article on my resigna
tion as the Director of Speakers
Bureau. After reading the article I
am very disappointed in the lack of
professionalism Jonathan Canedo
used in presenting the facts, or lack
thereof, in regards
to the resignation
and events leading
up to it. From the
beginning of this
article misinfor
mation is pre
sented. This is
shown in the first
statement which
reads, "Speakers'
Bureau Director
Heather Smith re
signed last Thursday after Associ
ated Students Vice-president Brian
Wink informed her of intentions to
have her dismissed." This is in no
way true.
The letter of resignation was
written on Friday, March 2, and I
personally informed Brian Wink of
this resignation on Monday, March
5. At this time there was no men
tion of dismissal. On Tuesday ,
March 6, there was a special Senate
meeting called forThursday, March
8, in regards to my resignation. I
was not informed of this meeting
by the President, Mike Brown or
the Vice-president, Brian Wink who
called this meeting. On Tuesday
evening, March 6, I received a
phone call from another member of
AS who informed me of this meet
ing. This was not her responsibility

nor was she asked to do this. Dur
ing this meeting Mr. Wink had a
letter dated March 7 for Mr. Brown
in regards to my position, which I
did not receive a copy of. This
letter was calling for my resigna
tion.
The article stated that my resig
nation earlier
that
week
brought forth a
moot point for
further actions.
My question is
where did the
information
come from re
garding the pos
sibility of being
dismissed.
Throughout the
article both Mr. Brown and Mr.
Wink were quoted, yet I was not. I
am not saying that there were no
problems, but the problems came
from miscommunicationandalack
of communication.
I am the third person to resign
from this position as the Director of
Speakers Bureau in the last two
years. There also have been resig
nations from the Secretary of Ath
letics in the past two years. Obvi
ously the problem is a much larger
one than just a personal conflict.
There is a large gap in the channels
of communication in the AS which
is breaking down the organization
from within. Hopefully the miscommunication can be worked out
and the VISTA will also present the
facts accurately.
Heather Smith

I am the
third person
to resign from
this position...
in the last
two years.

German elections
by Jon Canedo
The recent elections in the Ger
man Democratic Republic repre
sent a victory for the East German
people and for West German Chan
cellor Helmut Kohl as well.
It is a victory for the people of
East Germany in that it was the first
free elections that they could par
ticipate in since Hitler came to
power in 1933.
Kohl emerges a victor from this
election in that the East German
voters endorsed a quick reunifica
tion , something Kohl has endorsed.
Kohl also has West German elec
tions coming up in December and

the victory of the conservative
coalition, which campaigned on the
platform of a quick reunification,
in East Germany will serve to help
the popularity of his own party, the
Christian Democratic Union.
The third winner in the elections
was the conservative coalition,
the Alliance for Germany,
especially the East German
Christian Democratic Party. The
Christian Democrats won 41% of
the vote, while the coalition won
nearly 48% of the vote overall.
This astounded analysts who had
believed that none of the 24
continued on page 7

NOTICES
The Vista is published Thursdays during the school year, breaks excepted.
It is written and edited by students of the University of San Diego and is
funded in part by the AS.
Editorial opinions expressed in the Vista do not reflect thoseof the Univer
sity of San Diego, the faculty, or the student body.
Letters should be addressed to"Letters to the Editor," USD Vista, Alcala
Park, San Diego, CA. 92110.
The Vista also accepts unsolicited commentary on topics not previously
discussed in these pages.
The VISTA reserves the right to edit all submissions for length grammar
and libelous content.
Advertising material published is for informational purposes only, and is
not to be construed as an express or implied endorsement or verification of
such commercial ventures by the staff, the AS, or the university.
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FROM THE
DESK

t

by Kent Sligh
Editor-in-Chief

How we do it...
Many people walk up to me and say,
"Kent, just how do you guys put out
this terrific newspaper each week?"
When people do this I usually sit
down with them and spend hours ex
plaining all of the fascinating aspects
of newspaper production, untill notice
that they have gotten up and left.
To avoid this kind of disrespect in the
future, I am dedicating this column to
briefly explaining how the paper is put
out each week.
Like the average student, a Vista editor
or writer schedules his or her time into
weeks. Contrary to the norm, though,
the Vista's week goes from one Tues
day to the next.
The staff assembles every Tuesday
for weekly meetings. It is at these
meetings where the staff discuss the
paper, gather any comments about
quality and style, and listen for new
ideas. Weekly story assignments are
distributed by the editors during these
meetings.
Mondays and Tuesdays are the big
crunch days for editors and writers.
For writers the deadline is Monday
night.
After gathering their facts and infor
mation and writing their story, they go
into the office and type their story into
a computer and spellcheck it. Then
they give the story to their section
editor, who looks over it with them and
makes any changes.
Once the changes have been made
and their copy is ready, it is up to each
editor to design their pages. This is
usually done Tuesday evenings. They
do this according to the size of the
articles they decide to print, and the
number and size of any ads or photos
on the page.
Depending on the space in which it
must fit, all photographs must be en
larged or reduced and cropped for
maximum impact.
The editor then enters a special pagemaking program on the computer and
begins the task of placing articles on
his pages.
After all the articles have been placed
and approved by the Editor-in-Chief,
they are printed up on a special laser
printer, cut and then pasted up on flats.
The photos are then placed and the fiats
are ready to go to the printer.
The flats are taken to the printer every
Wednesday. He shoots negatives of
the flats, and uses them to print 4000
copies of the newspaper.
The new Vistas are then bound into
bundles and picked up by a staff
member who brings them back to
campus on Thursday and leaves them
at predesignated locations.
The editorial board meets every
Thursday to review that day's issue
and discuss plans for the next issue.
It never ends...

Time to kill costly SDI
by John Herrmann
What many thought was dead is back
wasting money. The Bush administration
has requested $4.7 bil
lion for the Strategic
Defense Initiative
(SDI) in fiscal 1991, a
billion more than the
program got last year.
With relations with
the Soviet Union im
proving and a need in
this country to cut
back the Pentagon's
toys, the increased
funding for SDI is ab
surd.
Brilliant Pebbles
(sounds like some
thing out of the
Flintstones) calls for
swarms of tiny satel
lites which, upon or
der, would use their
own sensors to find and collide with Soviet
warheads. In a Soviet attack, a "threat cloud"
of several thousand warheadswould encoun
ter a barrage of mini-interceptors, each oper
ating independently. Give me a break.

With a change in the military strategy of
the Soviet Union and the demise of the Cold
War it is unnecessary to go ahead with and to

deploy SDI. It is also worthless considering
that SDI would not be able to stop 100 percent
of the missiles during an all-out attack. If any
missiles get through, then it is a failure. They
are crazy if they believe these Brilliant Pebbles

Too much for too little?
by George Hammond
Next month, Chick Corea and Richard
Lewis will visit this campus. These acts
represent a major move on the part of AS,
who has finally started scheduling major acts
in the last few years.
The first "big" event that I remember was
the group Simply Red. They performed in
the gym, tickets
were about $7 for
USD students, and
I think I remember
that Ticketmaster
was also in on the
deal. Ticketmas
ter tickets were
around$12. Turn
out was USD typi
cal.
The next semester,
the Alarm came to campus, with the same
type of deal with tickets, although the prices
were greatly increased. Turnout was about
average for this campus, which means ok.
The AS has continually budgeted large
sums of money for these acts. Back in '87,
some members of AS were quoted in the
VISTA as "... some of us (program board
members) couldn 'tget the budgets we wanted,
but they' re going to spend a ridiculous amount
of money on something that a lot of the stu
dents can't even see." The article went on to
say that"Only 2000 tickets will be sold, a far
cry short of the nearly 3500 undergraduates
currently enrolled."
Kevin Rapp, former AS Presidentstated in
the article that "The money is there, the
facilities are there, the student support is
there (for a big band)."
San Diego State University and the Uni
versity of California at San Diego both have
large, well equipped facilities and sponsor
the big as well as thesmall. Both schools are
much bigger than USD, and as such have
much bigger turnouts for events.
USD is smaller, with smaller facilities and
less money. Should the school be trying to

will protect us. Don't you think that in an
attack the Soviet Union would disable the
system?
Besides, the Soviet
Union is not stupid
enough tolaunch mis
siles against us. With
tensions greatly less
ened between our two
countries, the possi
bility of nuclear war
is highly unlikely, if
not null.
The SDI program
should get no more
funding.
I have
doubts that they have
made technological
progress in the pro
gram, but it is a great
waste of the taxpay
ers' money and an un
necessary undertak
ing.
The Pentagon should get this notion of
Brilliant Pebbles out of their little, closed
minds and scrap SDI before it costs even
more money and adds to the red tape in this
nation's budget

•• •

Elections

place large events in ill-equipped facilities,
with limited attendance enforced by thesmall continued from page 6
facilities? Or should the school sponsor
parties running in East Germany
smaller events for the students?
was capable of capturing more than
The same monies that are spent on one or
30-35% of the vote.
The election outcome also surprised
two large events could be spent on several
the Social Democrats. They had led
smaller events that USD students could at
in the polls up to the election and
tend, at a smaller cost to the student.
were favored to win the most votes
Granted, Chick
last Sunday. Instead they finished a
Corea and Richard
Lewis are big
distantsecond with 21% of the vote.
names, and the
The Social Democrats had cam
University will
paigned ona platform of a slow, care
gain publicity
fully planned process of reunifica
from the events.
tion.
But again I will
reiterate the fact
that this is a small
school. Is the
school perhaps
being too ambitious with its goals?
Smaller groups will be better able to satisfy
a larger majority of the students. The prob
lem with having a big group on campus is: a)
finding a group that is appealing to all; b)
With their vote, the East Germans re
finding a group that is affordable; and c)
pudiated this slow process. Instead,
finding a group that is on tour in Southern
the voters gave their support toaquicker
California during the time that the University
pace of reunification. It was this quick
has set aside for "the concert."
pace of reform backed by Kohl which
Local groups are more affordable, more
the Alliance of Germany made their
available, and with more groups being sched
platform, giving them the electoral
uled (due toa lower cost), better able tocover
victory.
a wider range of student choices.
While reunification was inevitable
A final question that should be brought up
before the election, the victory of the
is that of alcohol. The problem involves lia
coalition will probabiy speed up the
bility. Liability insurance has skyrocketed,
process again. It no longer is feasible
and become almost mandatory in the land of
to attempt to block the reunification
the five second lawsuit.
processThe AS cannot serve alcohol to minors,
Instead, theUnitedStates shouldconand must buy liability insurance. The same
tinue to support the moves towards
with the fraternities. This is a situation that
reunification. An unified, strong Gearcannot be ignored and will not go away.
many could serve as a major source of
This is my view. What is yours?
stability in Europe. Unification is what
the German people want and it is what
If you have a concern,
NATO has been calling for for nearly
write to the VISTA.
forty years. The time has come forGermany to unify and it should.

Is the school
perhaps being
too ambitious
with its goals?

The time has
come for Ger
many to reunify,
and it should.
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Who ya gemma call?
Sludge Busters!
by Rachael Gerbic
On February seventh, a 400,000 gallon
oil spill was reported off the Orange
County coast at Huntington Beach.
Immediately after, USD professor Rich
ard Casey and two of his students raced
to collect jars of sand sediment before
the deadly oil arrived along the beach.
These samples were then examined by
Casey and his "Sludge Busters" to be
compared with similar samples taken

professors aftcisevcn graduate and under
graduate students. Among the student
Sludge Busters are Cary Casey, Charmaine Steigerwald, Louis Fernandez and
Paul Oeth.
Oeth, originally a Huntington Beach resi
dent, is collecting several samples and is
going to make a profile of how deep the
water is in order to find the whereabouts
of this sand today.
Dr. Casey notes that now is a time when
it is popular for the government and oth-

"...It is now a time when it is popular for the
government and society to talk about the
environment, but the problem is that both
politicians and environmentalists have been
fairly unsuccessful in their efforts. The Sludge
Busters are not talking about the environment
but are active in solving some of its problems."

after the arrival of the oil. These various
"before and after" samples will be care
fully studied primarily to determine the
adverse effects on fauna (microscopic
inhabitants of the sand).
Dr. Casey stresses the importance of
studying fauna as they make up a vital
link in the food chain. They are also an
ideal study group because of their short
life span and rapid rate of reproduction.
The fauna can be studied through time to
determine how long it takes for the sand
to come back and for beach conditions to
return to "normal."
Surface and deep water samples were
taken to support Dr. Casey's belief that
this oil is being deposited in an offshore
bar. He fears that "there's a big bunch of
oil sitting in that offshore bar." This
occurs because stronger winter waves
are pulling the polluted sand back out to
sea, in a sense cleaning itself.
Although this sounds like a perfectly
natural solution to the problem, another
Sludge Buster, Dr. Carl Nelson of the
Marine and Environmental Studies De
partment, says we can expect to see tar
balls floating up sometime this April.
Dr. Casey also says, "It could take up to
two years for bottom conditions to start
looking normal."
The Sludge Buster program, led by
Professor Casey, includes other USD

ers to talk about the environment, but the
problem is that both politicians and envi
ronmentalists have been fairly unsuccess
ful in their efforts. The "Sludge Busters"
are not just talk
ing about the
environment but
are active in solv
ing some its
problems.
Says Dr. Casey
in regards to the
Marine Studies
Dcpartment,"We'ie
trying to turn out
people who have
enough of a sci
ence background
so that they know
what the prob
lems are, butalso
some other ex
pertise to do
something about
it."
Hopefully with
the help of the
Sludge Busters
and other such
environmental
groups we can
prevent further
oil spill damage.

photos by Chriss Dalton
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<3 TEACHER FEATURE <5
W H E R E ' S THE STRANGEST PLACE YOU'VE EVER AWOKEN?

by Keri Oberg
"You've got it" This phrase is commonly
heard in Dr. Bahr's classes. Teaching at
USD for the last 14 years, Fred Bahr of the
School of Business brings enthusiasm and
knowledge to his students.
Since most of his classes are currently taught
at the senior level, he capitalizes by trying to
pull together the material his students have
learned thus far. By doing this he hopes his
students will have"a catalog of information to
be used on an on-call basis." Bahr's teaching
philosophy can be seen as one that tries to
instill a sense of confirmed self-worth. Unfor
tunately, he states, "we may not reinforce that
enough in the education process."
As well as teaching full time, Dr. Bahr works
as a consultant doing strategic assessments of
businesses. Just recently he finished doing a
study of the reorganization of our own busi
ness school for the Dean. In addition to this
work, he was the chairman of aplanning board
comprised of nine faculty members and ad
ministrators. The board was concerned with
long range growth for the business school and
its relation to the growth of USD as a whole.
If that's not enough, you may also run into
this professor at Family Fitness Center where
he enjoys free weight lifting. Vacations also
give him time to enjoy his hobbies of snow
skiing and water sports.
Not only is Dr. Bahr an active man but a welleducated one as well. His three masters de
grees and doctorate speak for themselves. At
age 17, he enlisted in the army and throughout
his 25 years in the service was in combat in
World War II and also had exposure to Viet
nam. He retired as an Army Colonel in 1969.
Bahr feels that the military wasn't a career he

fdT

Lee Kaplan - freshman - international relations
"In my next-door neighbors driveway."

would have chosen, "there weren't a whole
lot of choices then I found my military ex
perience however, to be both a satisfying
exposure and excellent learning experience."
This philosophy is in line with how he ap
proaches life:"A lot of life is circumstantial,
you are presented with options...the trick is to
turn them from adversity to advantage."
Bahr feels that, as students, we do not get
the opportunity to practice our own decision
making and evaluative skills often enough.
"I try tooffer this to students emotionally and
intellectually....to toughen them up for the
real world adventure they're about to enter."
If his challenging approach intrigues you it
will be a year before you can enroll in one of
his classes. Next fall he will be taking Phase
Retirement, teaching part-time in the spring
semester only. With the extra time he and his
wife plan to do "lots of traveling."
In remembering the students he has had
over the years, Bahr says," I am intrigued by
the caliber of business grads here at
USD...and I have no hesitations when I say
they are ready for the real challenge....life."

David Lavonian - junior - accounting
"Underneath luggage in the back of a
Suburban."

Kevin Woods - sophomore - business
administration "In a five foot closet...
and I'm 6'5".

Paul Hewitt - freshman - undecided
"On the hood of a Honda Civic."

Lora Pankey - sophomore - business
administration "On a haystack, in the
middle of nowhere."
compiled by Chriss Dalton

FALL 1990 ON-CAMPUS HOUSING
SPECIAL INTEREST HOUSING
Special Interest Housing (SIH) is designed to give
students the opportunity to share interests, as
well as to develop interpersonal and leadership skills.
Proposals for Special Interest areas may center on:
*
*
*
*
*

a volunteer project
a foreign language
an academic major
a particular theme
a Bible study group

DATES TO RETURN
THE FALL HOUSING SIGN-UP PERIOD FOR
CURRENT USD STUDENTS IS
APRIL 17 THROUGH MAY 3, 1990.
CURRENT RESIDENTS: Watch for a handout
explaining the various housing options which
will be distributed by your Resident Assistant.
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS: Stop by the Housing
Office for sign-up information anytime
after April 2, 1990.

Information and application directions for
IMPORTANT DATES:
Special Interest Housing are available at the
Special Interest Applications Due
April 20
Housing Office. Applications are due April 20, 1990. Squatter's Rights Option Available
April 17-April 27
Draw Lottery Numbers
Aprill7-May3
Note: Present SIH groups must re-apply for approval LAST DAY TO ENTER LOTTERY
THURSDAY, MAY3
for the 1990-91 academic year. Re-applications are
Room Sign-up Weekend
May 5-6
.^i on
1QQO
due April
20, 1990.

THE HOUSING OFFICE
MISSION CROSSROADS BUILDING
EXTENSION 4622
8:30 AM - 5:00 PM
MONDAY -FRIDAY

REMEMBER:
A $150.00 Room Reservation Deposit is necessary
to sign up for fall housing.
Housing is not guaranteed until the necessary
forms and the 1990-91 Housing and Dining Service
Contract is complete and on file in the Houing Office.
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Escape to
MASTERY
OF
LIGHT

Palm
Springs

by Linda Murray
If capturing the soul is a Divine act,
then all hail Bernard Plossu. The mas
tery of light in Plossu's work is rivaled
only by nature itself. The images ex
pressed in his photographs are so subtle
they are sublime.

What is particularly refreshing about Plossu's work is that he
leaves interpretation to hisaudience. His international photography
does not propose any politics; it makes no statement other than re
ality.
The context of his work is universal. Half of the exhibit is what the
audience brings with them: Preconceptions about people, places
and things. The photographs belong as much to the world as they do
to Bernard Plossu.
The Museum of Photographic Arts (MOPA) in Balboa iscurrently
exhibiting this work in "Desert Wind/Paris Rain: Photographs of
Bernard Plossu." The display of Plossu's work is simple but effec
tive. Equal attention is given to Plossu's color and black and white
work.
The black and whites are anything but contrived. Plossu uses only
light which is naturally available. Thus the images are real, but
somehow transcend normal vision with purpose. His color work is
processed by the obscure Fresson method. Somehow this process
gives the photos an impressionistic look while retaining their origi
nal character. The colors are more vivid than anything Gaughin ever
dreamed of. It is a crime that more photographers don't have access
to this method; the Fresson laboratory only treats a limited amount
of photos each year. Only this method could do Plossu's work
justice.
The subjects of Plossu's work are diverse yet ultimately related.
His focus on roads is obvious, but his treatment of humans, his wife
and child, scenery, animals and architecture are almost intangible,
and circumventall convention.*This exhibit is something that any
one who has ever photographed anything, been photographed or
seen a photograph should see.
MOPA will havePlossu's work on exhibit until May 13,1990. Ad
mission is only $2.50, and is free on the second Tuesday of each
month. For more information call 239-5262.

Home of the fish tacos

by Bridget Conway
Myalarm went off at 4:30am. I couldn't
believe I was getting up so early to make
the long drive toSan Felipe, but it was my
last chance to go. We met the rest of our
caravan outside the Pennant at 5am and
headed out.
Being in the presence of my friends, the
drive didn't seem to take as long as usual.
We arrived in Calexico, bought our insur
ance and filled up for the weekend With
tlte last availablesource of American gas.
Once across the border our adventures
began (and never seemed to end).
At 10:00 am we arrived at Ruben's
Camp. Everyone was already awake and
ready for the day. The sun was shining
and wc headed for the beach. TIic speak
ers were set up and the music began. Ah!
What a way to start the day. By 1 lam the

refreshments had arrived and the vaca
tion was in full swing.
Activities in San Fel ipe include lying on
the beach, swimming in the sting-ray in
fested waters, taking advantage of locals
who will take you watcrskiing and, of
course, eating fish tacos. Yes, the best
fish and shrimp tacos you can find.
The town, which is located five minutes
from Ruben's, is quaint. The food here is
what people come from all over to eat. Of
course, you must have a strong stomach
to eat large quantities, so be careful.
Seafood, or mariscos, is the specialty.
Fresh shrimp can be bought to cook
yourself, or you can go to any of the local
restaurants and engage in a seafood feast.
Also in town arc a variety of bars, the
old standby being Club Miramar. This

small bar plays the same tape over and
over and the dancing neyer stops. On this
part icular trip the bar was more crowded
than usual, due to thcBaja 500. What an
interesting crowd! The band was very
good and the crowd enjoyed them well
into the evening. Over 200 cases of
Pacificoand Corona beer wereconsumed
as well as numerous Coco Tocos.
Sunday morning, everyone was up with
the sun (because the heat was so intense)
and those who didn't gel too sunburned
ventured out to the beach again,
Those in my car were loo tired to stay
another day in paradise, so wc headed
back on thelong journey home. This time
the ride wasquictand the energy was low.
continued on page 11

by Renee Bukovchik
The heat is on in the desert paradise of
Palm Springs. USD's Spring Break may
be two weeks away, but the town is al
ready beginning to rock.
From sunrise to sunset, the rays beat
down on both shining coconut-steaming
bodies and shriekingUSCfreshmenbeing
cited for jaywalking. The day slips into
dusk and the real party begins.
There's the trip down Palm Canyon
Drive that normally takes five minutes,
but now takes 20-45 minutes. Ken and
Barbie roll by in a red Ferrari while five
screaming rugby players blast by in a
Jeep.
There are spontaneous celebrations in
hotels along the strip, and thereare night
clubs.
Palm Springs boasts some of the best
nightclubs east of the Laguna Mountains.
Although some have long waits and high
cover charges, especially after 9:30pm,
the wild array of people and music are
usually worth it. Some of the better
nightclubs are located along Highway
111.

For those under 21, there's Club Z, a
dance clubopen every nightduringSpring
Break from 8pm to 4am. It's located at
1243 Gene Autry Trail, between Vista
Chino and Ramon. (332-9712, or 3223089).
The Comedy Haven at Brussels Cafe
is open to all ages and features some of
LA's hot comics. There's a two-drink
minimum, and admission is $7. Ask
about the two-for-one specials. This
comedy club is located at 109 S. Palm
Canyon Dr at Tahquitz, in the middle of
the action. Show starts at 9pm. (3207855)
Across from the PS Convention Center
is the new comedy club Laff Stop. Nos
talgic Rock takes place on the premises at
the "Rock Around the Clock" Night
club. Located on the corner of Tahquitz
and Caballeros. (327-8889)
No Palm Springs Experience is com
plete without a visit to the 21 and over
Pompeii's. Dress resembles that of OLaser Club, and the dance floor is per
petually crowded. Pompeii's is located
at 67-399 Highway 111 at Golf Club,
328-5800.
The Red Onion in Palm Desert, Cecil's
on Sunrise and Highway 111 (320-4202)
and Zelda's Nightclub at 169 N Indian
Ave (325-2375) are also open for "danc
ing, drinking, and fun."
Two-for-one specials in the form of
guest passes are sometimes available at
Palm Canyon Dr shops (at the cash regis
ters) and are well worth it.
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—GET THIS
The Plight of the African Elephant
by Patty O'Connor
The African elephant will be virtually
extinct in ten years. Why? Because they
are slaughtered by poachers at the rate of
70,000 each year for the world's ivory
market.
At this rate, there will be no more ele
phants in Africa by the year 2000. It is a
frightening thought, especially since
Americans purchase one third of the
world's ivory jewelry.
Even though it is the older elephants
that have the longer, more valuable tusks,
younger elephants also fall victim hurt
ing the population even more. The ivory
demand for the jewelry trade has pushed
the elephants' existence to the edge.
The cruelty of the hunters should be rea
son enough to catch the public's atten
tion. Poachers have been known to shoot
a single bullet into an elephant's forehead
and follow the suffering animal as it
slowly dies. An elephant must die for it's
tusks to be removed.

Elephants, as well as dolphins and mon
keys, are among the few animal species
that are socially inclined. Their sensitiv
ity to others in their herd has been demon
strated in their behavior. They have been
known to protect their young from preda
tors, care for their sick or dying, and
remain with their dead for nearly a day in
an apparent mourning period.
Some scientists believe that elephants
have figured out why they are being killed.
Herdmembers have been known to crush
the tusks of fallen elephants into tiny pieces
while the poachers are waiting for their
skin to soften and their tusks to loosen.
The African Wildlife Foundation takes a
special concern in the elephants' dim fu
ture. Right now, a campaign is underway
to rescue the elephant species. With the
slogan, "Only Elephants Should Wear
Ivory," the campaign seeks support and
contributions for AWF at 1717 Massa
chusetts Ave NW,Washington DC 20036,
or call 1-800-344-TUSK.

San Felipe
continued from page 10
We reached the border in about two hours
and of course we had to stop to eat. it's
amazing how everyone who works in Calexico knew we were in San Felipe for the
weekend.
We made it to San Diego by 2:30 pm,

Skit Hong Sm Wh®
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Food served at the Deer Valley lodge is
buffet style and would make any gourmet
chef proud. From sushi at the salad bar to
chicken fried steak at the grill, the food
was well worth the price.
The price of the lift tickets was thirtyseven dollars and you are guaranteed no
long lift lines because the resort sells only
3200 tickets.
The runs are well groomed and obstacles
are clearly marked which can be difficult
to do because snow conditions change so
frequently. The fast and safe Yan lifts at
one million dollarsapiece are the best nonhigh speed chairs money can buy.
With expansion on the schedule for the
spring and summer of 1990, Deer Valley
will continue to furnish the skier with the
best possible facilities and add moreskiing
terrain thus making Deer Valley, in my
opinion, the best ski resort in the USA.

by Neal Curry
only to find it crowded with Spring Break
parliers. Well, 1 have to admit 1 was happy
to be out of town on this particular week
end. No traffic to deal with arid no tourists.
It was great to get away and be a tourist
myself. The only problem is, I am going
through fish taco withdraws.

Would you like to teach a class ?
Try out ot be an Apprentice teacher for Fall
1990
ALL CAMIMUDATIES MU&T ATTENHD THE
WdDEKSMOIP ON

For more information and an application see
DR. CYNTHIA SCHMIDT
F136A or MARY ZETTS F134
Applications due APRIL 19,1990

What to do during the three day week
end? Well, I spent my mid-semester
break in Deer Valley, Utah, located thirty
miles southeast from Salt Lake City in the
Watsach mountains.
The conditions were great, fresh/packed
powder wasabundant. Deer Valley is one

...Deer Valley, in my
opinion, (is) the best ski
resort in the USA.
of the world's most elegant resort—from
its luxuriously padded chair lifts to goldplated bathroom fixtures.
The people who work there are fabulous
because they pamper you like you are a
king or queen. I would say they are the
Nordstrom of ski resorts.

LETS GO

The Smart
Way to See
More and
Spend Less

Whether you're crossing the USA, touring
Mexico, or venturing to Europe, you see
the most fascinating sites and get the
most from your dollar with today's bestselling budget travel series. LET'S GO
takes you off the beaten path, "away from
the clutter and crowds" (Houston Post).

DID YOU KNOW?

• You can attend a concert performance
in Budapest for as little as 50c
• One of the friendliest B & B's in Scotland
only costs £4.50 a night
• Breakfast can be FREE in Las Vegas
• There's an all-you-can-eat luncheon in
Honolulu for under $4
• You can ride a loaned bike FREE in Turin
• There are untouristed, unspoiled
beaches and ruins near the Yucatan's
most popular resorts
...and much much more!

"Value-packed, unbeatable, accurate and
comprehensive." —Los Angeles Times
HARVARD STUDENT AGENCIES, INC.
Eleven guides revised and updated every year!
USA • Europe • Mexico • Britain k Ireland
• France • Italy • Greece • Israel k Egypt
• Spain, Portugal k Morocco• California k
Hawaii • Pacific Northwest, Western Canada
A Alaska
$12.95 each (USA and Europe, $13.95 each)

ST. MARTIN'S PRESS

,
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— ENTERTAINMENT

Blue Steel
blues
by Jeff Fluharty
Boring, predictable, and cheesy are three
adjectives that come to mind after seeing
MGM's latest motion picture "Blue Steel".
Jamie Lee Curtis, who starred in "A Fish
Called Wanda" and "Trading Places", plays
a rookie cop who is the only woman in her
New York City precinct. On Turner's first
day on the beat, her uniform and her strength
are the very things that .ironically, make her
the target of an obsessed killer.
Filmmaker Kathryn, Bigelow said that"with
'Blue Steel', I primarily wanted to make a
woman's action film." Bigelow is unsuc
cessful in creating her female version of
"Dirty Harry."
The entire plot revolves around the fact that
Turner is a woman. The idea is here for a
quality film, but "Blue Steel" is far from
anything that resembles quality. The jokes
aren't funny, the sexism that Turner goes
through is corny, and the majority of the
action scenes look to be borrowed from other,
more superior films.
Actor Ron Silver plays Eugene Hunt, a man
who descends into complete madness. Hunt
appears to be the man every mother wishes
her daughter would marry, but behind his
charming exterior hides a raging lunatic.
"With the character of Eugene Hunt, the
possibilities are nearly endless because of
the degree of emotional torture and the tragic
consequences involved" says Bigelow. The
possibilities may be there but they definitely
were not explored. Silver has a couple of
strong scenes but, over all, he could not carry
Jack Nickolson's jock strap when it comes to
portraying a quality villain.
Furthermore, it takes a great deal of imagi
nation to see the supposedly obvious sym
bolism in the .44 Magnum and .38 Smith and
Wesson from which the title "Blue Steel" is
take.
The"Fatal Attraction" relationship between
Turner and Hunt which leads to seductive
violence is not believable in the way it is
portrayed. It appears that the writers were
trying to meet a deadline when writing this
script.
This movie is simply dull, dismal, and
depressing. If you're into masochism, this
reviewer recommends "Blue Steel" for you.

Tail Tale
Nun Better
by C. Hardy Kalisher
Nuns on the Run,a Jonathon Lynn film,
is the quintessential English comedy aimed
at an American audience.
The two stars of the movie, Eric Idle and
Robbie Coltrane, are the funniest comedy
duo since Abbot and Costello.
Idle is a big hearted gangster who hides
from the police, a Chinese gang called the
Triads, and his former boss, by finding ref
uge as Sister Euphemia of the Five Wounds.
Coltrane, the leader of the duet, is a the large
Sister Inviolata of the Immaculate Concep
tion who's basketball game would make
Charles Barkley jealous.
The hysterical film combines the pho
tography of the classic "Batman" television
show, with a plot much like We're No An
gels.
The movie is a continual escapade of
comedy done in the style of such greats as
Monty Python Holy Grail, and Top Secret.
Idle has appeared in several Monty
Python movies as well as Baron Von
Munchausen.
The film opens with Brian (Idle), and
Charlie (Coltran) working for for the sinister
gangster, Case. Contrary to Brian's and
Charlie's ideology, Case insists upon using
murderous weapons, such asguns, in accom
plishing their crimes.
Over all, Nuns on the Run, is a easily a
four star comedy, with three star acting, a
two star plot, and a measly $6.50 price tag.
Warning!! If you don't want to know
what happens in the rest of the movie stop
reading.
Brian and Charlie decide to fly to Rio De
Jonaro, Brazil after they steal one million
dollars from Case, who stole the money from
the Triads. There plans go array when Brian
realizes that he has fallen in love with the
beautiful Faith.
After finding refuge in a convent, Brian
and Charlie spend the rest of the movie
evading their predators. However, their cha
rade soon ends when the nuns at the convent,
the police and Case find out the true identi
ties of Sister Euphemia of the Five Wounds
and Sister Inviolata of the Immaculate Con
ception.
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by Nicole Dauphinee
What if? What if American society as we
know it ceases to exist?
Right-Wing Fundamentalists overthrow the
government and replace it with a repressive
society ruled by the most rigid puritan ethics.
Most women are infertile because of pollu
tion, nuclear accidents, and genetic experi
ments and those still capable of child-bear
ing are deemed "handmaids."
Sound paranoid? With the rise of racist
fundamentalism, the decline of Caucasian
birthrate in North America and the rise of
infertility due to sexually transmitted dis
eases- it stops sounding so impossible.
The Handmaid's Tale is the story of one
woman's nightmare under this regime. It
was based on Margaret Atwood's novel.
"Every book is the answer to a question,"
author Atwood says, "In this case, the ques
tions were: 'If you were going to take over
the United States, how would you do it?' and
'If a woman's place is in the home, how do
you get her back there?'
The result is the rather psychotic tale that's
opening in the theaters this week. The cast
include pros such as Faye Dunaway, Robert

Sound
and
Vision
There is a rumor around
town. People are talking, and
the news is fantastic!
MTV has been promoting
a Led Zeppelin regroup, an
Eagles concert, a Clash
concert and David Bowie's
final "oldies" tour. Are
these just the meaningless
babblings of wishful minds?
Can we really look forward
to seeing and hearing some
of these musical greats again?
For Bowie we can rejoice;
his "Sound and Vision" tour
is secured as fact. As for
of the other hearsay, we can't
say.
Is it really fair for media to
get our hopes up by pumping
our hearts full of "oldies"
adrenaline? All we can do is
keep-our fingers,cros$g$

Duvall, and Elizabeth McGovern.
The main character, Kate, played by Na
tasha Richardson, tries to escape the new
regime and flees to Canada. At the border,
however, her husband is murdered and her
daughter is taken away. Kate is captured,
tested forfertility, stripped of all her personal
belongings and sent to a training center.
Here, a group of women called "aunts" armed
with cattle prods indoctrinate her and her
fellow handmaids in the duties and glories of
their new role.
If they become pregnant, they will be re
vered. If they fail, they suffer the fate of the
"unwoman" doomed to clean up toxic waste
until their death.
You have to give credit to this movie for its
originality! But after reading Margaret
Atwood's novel, the movie seemed to be
lacking in smooth delivery. The scenes
seemed to jump around and it was too easy to
get lost if you weren't familiar with the story.
The main character, Kate, starts to frustrate
you with her seemingly wimpy attitude and
her dialogue is scarce.
The ending is pretty disappointing also; I
won't give it away, but then, I don't think I
could becauseit just seems toend leaving too
many questions unanswered.
It might have been better if the movie had
gone into the psyche of the character. Still,
the logic of this nightmare is frighteningly
strong. The movie brings up some good
points about whereour future could be going
and how oblivious we are to it.
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Viva I opera!
by Linda Murray

and I dare say that their tonsils were barely
"One does not applaud the tenor for clear
exercised all evening.
ing his throat." Although this line was used in
When the tenor and soprano weren't vo
Dangerous Liaisons, in reference to a sex
cally upstaging each other they were
ual conquest, it could have just
displaying an infinite lack
as easilly been said of
of command over each
OperaPacifica'spro^ C I
and every octave.
duction of Puc
This cast's mer
cini's "Turanciless torture of
dot." In fact,
Puccini's mas
this
line
terpiece was
should be
physically ,
changed to
as well as
read: "One
aesthetically
does not applaud the
painful.
tenor AT ALL!"
I have avoided listing cast names to
The acoustical wonders of the Orange
protect the "innocent." (That is to assume
County Performing Arts Center were wasted
that the slaughter of a Puccini opera is not a
on this cast of blahs. To say that these singers
crime in itself.) In defense of Opera Pacifica,
strive for mediocrity is a compliment. To
I must state that this was the only time I have
assume they simply had a bad night is to
been disappointed by one of their produc
assign them far too much credit.
tions. In fact, their rendition of Mozart's
When I could hear over the stray soprano
"Don Giovanni" was pure genius.
flute in the orchestra I had the distinct dis
As for "Turandot," it will recover. The
pleasure of listening to a grotesque vocal
resilience of Puccini speaks for itself. This is
battle. The tenor's hacking and coughing
not the first time there has been a bad produc
during the soprano's solo was indicative of
tion, but I can still hope and pray that it will
the cast's lack of dramatic intercourse. The
be the last.
production was virtually devoid of emotion,

TURANOOT

Flute Alert!
The San Diego Opera, a company well-known for its talent and creativity, will be
presenting Mozart's "The Magic Flute" at the Civic Theater April 17-22.

by Chris Orr
The set simple, the music Mozart, the
opera: "Don Giovanni." Recently the
Orange County Performing Arts Cen
ter produced a brand new version of
Mozart's opera.
The story opens m a town called
Seville, somewhere in Italy during the
18th Century. The initial scenesets the
tone of the piece as the famous lover
Don Giovanni finds himself embroiled
in a fight with the angry father of a
would be conquest. Giovanni kills the
father, thus setting in motion the series
of events which ultimately lead to his
death.
( The opera is sung entirely in Italian
with English sunitlesand is in two acts
thai last between 68 and 76 minutes
each with an intermission. It
might seem like a
long opera but the
music and the
story are so
good that any
sense of time
is lost and
p a s s e s
quickly.
Don Giovanni is played by the bari
tone voice of Stephen West. His pow
erful voice, combined with the acous
tics of the Arts Center made for an
intense performance.
Michael Gallup as Giovanni's side

kick, Leporello, provided some comic
relief andcharacter references alwut his
master for the audience.
Sopranos Susan Patterson and Renee
Flemming played the parts of Donna
Anna and Donna Elvira, the would-be
lovers who hound Giovanni as he tries
to go from one conquest to the next.
Additional entertainment is provided
by Maryannc Telese and Kevin Short
who play Zerlina and Masetto, a pair of
newlyweds who encounter Don Gio
vanni.
Zerlina finds herself the target of Gio
vanni 's dreaiusof conquest and Masetto
is brutally pushed aside as inconsequen
tial. Each timeZerlina is about to bese
duced by Giovanni, Anna and Elvira
come to the rescue.
In between encounters
Leporello boasts of
his
masters'
string of lovers
which number
well into the
thousands.
|
Mozart's
genius was brought out by the con
ducting of German bom maestroKlaus
Donath who made his American con
ducting debut. Donath's energy and de
livery made the entire performance all
the more enjoyable.

Join us at the
DOWNTOWN
UNDERGROUND
Thursday

ALTERNATIVE NIGHT

$5.00 VALUE

239-9117

500 4th Ave.
Downtown S.D.
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I- GO- 4- BOINGO!
by George Hammond
It is always nice to find different personality
quirks in an old friend. Oingo Boingo's new
album reminds me of a visit from a friend
whom I haven't seen in a while. All the old
familiarites are still there, but new stuff that
the friend has learned shapes them in new
directions.
Such is Dark at the End of the Tunnel,
Boingo's newest and, in my opinion, most
sophisticated album to date. Danny Elfman,
coming off his Batman project, shows matu
ration withoutlosing the essentials of Boingo.
The hauntingfamiliar Boingo is still present,
but is infused with a refreshing lack of pure
dance rythym.
I am reminded of Paul Simon's Graceland,
and how he was able to mix and combine
many different cultures in one superb album.
Elfman and the rest of Boingo are able to do
this, to a somewhat lesser extent, and still
maintain their own mystical style.
The A side is new Boingo; upbeat and
comfortingly familiar. 'Out of Control,'
their first single of the new album is the
traditional, new Boingo, yet at the same time
comments on teen suicide. "When theLights
Go Out" makes a political statement condeming mob rule. The rest of side A goes by

as smoothly, with no real suprises.
The B side of the album starts the explora
tion of Elfman's new maturation. The Boingo
is still there, but at times is only recognizable
by Elfman's voice. "Flesh 'N' Blood" starts
out slowly, very un-Boingo like, and only
skirts the traditional sounds of the band. The
second song, "Run Away (the escape song),"
begins much the same, and comes only
slightly closer to tradtion.
According to the press release, Elfman says,
"We're moving in a new direction,exploring
texture, mood and melody. It's a more intro
spective approach than before, with more
than a single dimesion."
Despite the 'new direction,' Boingo still
maintains enough of their old sound not to
lose any listeners. This is good. So are the
changes thatElfman has incurred in the band.
It is suprisingly refreshing, and shows that a
good deal of thought and experimentation
went into their latest LP.
Boingo could have stayed with their tried
and true formula, and probably have had a
perfectly successful album. Fortunately for
Boingo's fans, they chose instead to explore
a bit, and the listener is rewarded for this
exploration with Dark at the End of the
Tunnel.

by Kent Sligh
Blind Fury is being billed as an action
comedy, starring Rutger Hauer as a blind
man who "don't need no dog."
I think that's too bad - a dog might have
made the movie a little more entertaining.
Blind Fury is about a Vietnam veteran who
is blinded in the war and taken prisoner by a
tribe of friendly samurai warriors who teach
him how to fight with a sword. His old war
buddy is tricked into making drugs for an evil
casino owner, and the evil casino owner's
hoods kill his buddy's ex-wife and kidnap his
buddy's son. So he goes after the evil casino
owner.
I'm going to do everyone a favor and give
away theending right here so you won' t have
to waste your time seeing this movie: The
blind guy stumbles his way through armies of

There comes a time when a
movie is so terrible...
bad guys, cutting and slashing as he goes,
until he finally kills the head sadistic, mur
dering, drug dealing,crooked casinoowner.
This will come as no surprise to anyone
who so much as saw the previews for this
film.
There comes a time when a movie is so
terrible thatit becomes funny, liktRamboIII
(actually, most of Stalone's movies are like
that). Blind Fury falls just short of this
dubious category, that is, his terrible, but not
quite terrible enough to be amusing.
There are two fundamental problems with
this action comedy. The first problem is that
Rutger Hauer is not a very funny comic actor.
I am convinced that, in order for an action
comedy to work, the film has to have a good

comic actor to pull off the comedy parts.
Let's face it - the action part is relatively
simple. Sylvester Stalone crashing through
a window orshooting a machine gun doesn't
look a whole lot different than Bill Murray
doing the same.
But for those of us whosaw Tango & Cash,
we know that Stalone can't tell a joke to save
his life, whereas Murray tends to be hilari-

The absence of humor is
a significant handicap
for an action comedy.
ous.
My point is that Rutger Hauer is not an
especially talented humorist, and, conse
quently, the movie is not funny. The absence
of humor is a significant handicap for an
action comedy.
The second major problem I had with this
movie was the way it dealt with Hauer's
blindness. Okay, I don't mind if he's a klutz
and trips over every obstacle in his path.
Okay, I don't mind if he's superhuman and
can catch things in the air even though he's
totally blind. BUT HOW CAN HE BE
BOTH???
This is a character who can chop up flying
objects with his cane-sword as they fly past
him, but he can't walk ten feet without trip
ping over something.
Some of you are probably thinking, "maybe
the inconsistency in his character is sup
posed to be a source of humor, you know,
funny."
Well, it's not. You'll just have to trust me
on this one. Or you can waste your money
and see the the movie. Suit yourself.

Turn your dreams into reality...
Come to

IB
Alumni and Recruiters will be available to speak with
students about career opportunities.

University of San Diego
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN ENGLISH
presents
A Spring lecture

Special guest Denise Yamada will be on hand to speak
with communications majors.

GALISTEO SPRING
and Other Poems
Dr. Gerlach, long a practitioner and professor of poetry, will
read from his own poems and comment on the mind, the
poetry and the poet.

.
Donation $5
Students free

4-6pm, Thursday, March 29,1990
Manchester Center Auditorium
Reception will follow lecture

For additional Information, call Kathie Hare, at 260-4585

Wednesday, March 28
11-2 UC Forum AB
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I'm sorry Chris, I can't do that...
Today I would like to talk about one of my
favorite subjects: Computers. Computers
are our friends, or so they tell me. Maybe it's
just me, but I get nervous when people start
talking about hardware and software. It's all
too phallic for me.
But seriously, computers are getting smarter
and smarter everyday. Just think, in eleven
years computers called HAL will be going
berserk and killing everyone in sight. Isn't
progress wonderful.
I don't want you to think that I have any
thing against computers. I work with them
everyday and everyday they tell me just how
stupid I am.

ME: Okay computer, let's save my work.
COMPUTER: I'm sorry Chris, I can't do
that.
ME: I said, Save my work dammit!
COMPUTER: Your input is completely
illogical and irrational Chris.
ME: Save my work or I'm gonna smash
your hardware!!!
COMPUTER: Work is being saved.
Sometimes you have toget tough with these
suckers. Let them know who's boss.
This all takes it for granted that you can
actually get the information that you want
into the computer. People tell me all of the
time that computers are better than typewrit
ers. HA! When the power goes out, type
writers won't forget 12 pages of a term paper
that's due at noon the next day.
I haven't used a typewriter in months,
though. This is to keep from being laughed
at by a younger generation that has been
raised on computers. Imagine the response

Blame it on Monday:
by Robert Meyers
A couple of days ago, I had problems. Lots
of problems. They all began at quarter of
seven Monday morning. I was laying on my
bed and the phone started ringing. I was
thinking to myself, who would call me at
seven in the morning! The "who" was the
Marine Corps. I picked up the phone and
some dude started in with, "Mr. Meyers,
we're looking for a few good men. I think
you might be one of them."
Let me tell you, I am not for the marines.
First of all, I am out of shape, short and I like
having long hair. Besides, I hate to be
ordered around. I told him that I was an
anarchist and hung up. The phone call was
only the beginning, and the least of the prob
lems that were soon to come.
About two hours later, I was driving on
Interstate-5 to go to my aunt's house. On the
way, I heard a strange sound from my front
left tire. For the next ten minutes I heard
"ker-chunk, ker-chunk, ker-chunk".
I soon arrived at my aunt's house. When I
walked in, she hugged me hard enough to
break a few ribs. I was surprised that she
didn't pinch my cheek and tell me to get a
haircut. Before I left, she asked me if I

Editor's note:
That was one hell of a three day
weekend. Wow. I spent the entire
time studying, Man, I never had so
much fun in my life. The best part
was when I opened my International
Organizations book and, get this,
realized I forgot my assignment. Ha!
Boy did I feel Stupid.
What about you guys? Did you have
a lot of homework? Isn't school great?
In other news, check out the winners
of the Literary contest on page 4. For
those of you who feel inspired by their
efforts the newly released ASYLUM
can be an excellent outlet.
Have a major league day!
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when I pull out that old Smith /Corona.
"What is that?"
"Where is the mouse?"
"Does it run on batteries or do you have to
wind it?"
So I packed away my trusty, rusty type
writer and began the long journey to com
puter enlightenment. I felt like such an idiot.
Here I am in a class surrounded by kids
barely out of their diapers and I couldn't even
turn the fool thing on.
The next thing I knew, they were throwing
around terms like, Megabytes, bits and ritz.
They told me to plug my software into my
hardware and to compare my input with my
output. I was so confused. I was just waiting
for a message to flash on my screen: Con

down viruses, spell check and I can
even...PRINT. My parents are so proud.
That's what they sent me to college for.
Well, that's the end of my OUTPUT. I
think I'll transfer my FILES down to the
GRILLE for a little INPUT. Maybe there,
I'll run into a RANDOM VARIABLE and
our HARDWARE and SOFTWARE will be
COMPATIBLE.

gratulations, you have successfully
launched a preemptive all-out nu
clear strike on Bakersfield, California.
Now it's months later and I can sling com
puter lingo with the best of them. I can hunt

A brief look at the worst day of the week

wanted to come back for dinner. Homecooked food is something that a college
student doesn't get very often.
I cruised back down Interstate-5 to my
mechanic and told him about the noise. He
put the car on the lift examined the wheel and
muttured "mm hmm"a lot. He then informed
me that I needed a new "Continuous Velocity
Boot." I had no idea what this part was so he
showed me a rubber thiggamajiggy that was
totally shredded and looked like an old
sneaker. This seventy-five dollar repair was
just the beginning. He also made it clear that
I needed new tires because they could blow
up at any moment.
New tires are expensive. I am a poor
college student. I'm not supposed to have
money. The price he quoted nearly blew my
mind. I finally snapped back into reality a
moment later as Iexpected more bad news.
The mechanic bluntly told me not to drive
my car or the world as I knew it would come
to an abrupt end. 1 thanked him and took the
chance of driving back to school knowing
that I was putting my life on the line.
On the way to my room, I checked my mail
at the post office and found a bill. I should
have guessed that it would be a phone bill.
THE FAR SIDE

Bills are a college student's nightmare.
Almost as frightening as finals. I opened it
up right there and nearly screamed. Another
eighty dollars down the tubes. I've gotta stop
calling New York. Afterwards, I went tocall
my aunt. As soon as I picked up the receiver,
I realized I had no way of getting to her
house. My car was out of commission. You
know that I kissed my Aunt's home-cooked
dinner goodbye.
At this point I didn't think things could get
any worse. BOY WAS I WRONG. During
my last class I looked at my watch to see what
time it was and realized that it had been two
thirty-five for the last half hour. I inspected
the watch and noticed the second hand had
jammed up the other two. This was a watch
that cost me about seven dollars seven years
ago. A week ago the band snapped and it fell
from DeSales' fourth floor to the ground.
The darn thing worked fine then. The class
went slower than ever, especially sinceit was
always two thirty-five. The teacher finally
let us out.
On the way back to DeSales Hall, a friend
reminded me that we had an archaeology test
the next day. Of course, I had totally forgot
ten about it. It was just the kind of thing that

By GARY LARSON

The party had been going splendidly — and then
Tantor saw the ivory keyboard.

"I say we do it.. . and trichinosis be damned!"
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helped to ruin the remainder of the day.
Later I got hungry and went to the deli.
After waiting on line for twenty minutes, I
ordered a roast beef sandwich with mustard.
Another fifteen minutes passed before they
finally gave it to me. The deli was like a
crowded pig sty. I wasn't in the mood to eat
in what was, at the time, a standing room only
eating area. So, when I managed to reach a
cash register, I paid for my sandwich and
went back to my room.
I sat at my desk and bit into my sandwich.
Lo and behold, the roast beef and bread were
smothered in mayonnaise. Mayonnaise is a
slimy white condiment that the deli loves to
use on everything they make. I hate mayon
naise. I ate the sandwich anyway. When I'm
hungry enough,I'll eatanything. Since may
onnaise doesn 't agree with me, I was praying
to the porcelain god for most of the night.
I'll let you in on a little secret Friday the
thirteenth is not the only day a person has bad
luck. I believe in Monday. Do you think all
of the problems I had could have happened
on a Friday? Never! ALWAYS on a Mon
day. Take it from a person who knows from
experience.
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Numero uno in
Western LaCrosse

Teamwork and success for Torera softball
by Paula Mascari
The sign of a successful, good team is one
in which each player, instead of taking indi
vidual credit for victories, attributes her
achievements to her teammates.
The USD softball team has proven to be a
successful and good team. Ask any player
why and she'll tell you it's the fellow players
around her.
This past weekend the Toreras won three of
four games, improving their record to 12-6.
Many players had outstanding performances
but they will not take the glory.
On Friday, the Toreras took on visiting St.
Mary's College. They lost the first game of
the doubleheader 0-2, but, thanks to the strong
arm of pitcher Hillary Savage, the Toreras
managed to squeak out a victory in the sec
ond game, winning 2-1.
"Our defense is great," explained Savage,
who pitched the whole game. "They are
behind me completely and they deserve a lot
of the credit."
The Toreras did play strong defense in
game two. They turned a record high four
double plays, three involving shortstop Julie
Doria. On one of those occasions, in the top
of the seventh inning, she snagged a groun
der in the hole, tagged out the runner going
from second to third, and then threw the
batter out at first base, completing the inning
ending doubleplay.
The game was tied at one in the bottom of
the eighth inning when the Toreras scored
the winning run. Angie Straub led off with a
single, was sacrificed to second by Doria and

stole third two pitches later. With two outs,
sophomore Dina Tarr earned the game win
ning RBI with her grounder up the middle,
beating the throw to first base.
On Saturday the Toreras traveled to Whittier College and swept a doubleheader, win
ning the first game 13-2 and pulling out the
second 3-1.
The game only lasted five innings due to the
NCAA 'Ten Run Rule." The rule states that
if a team is ahead by ten or more runs by the
fifth inning then the game is to be declared
over.
The Toreras produced in bunches offen
sively in this contest. The big blow came
with the bases loaded in the third inning
when Doria smashed a three RBI triple. The
team batted through the order in that inning,
scoring ten runs.
Laura Cisnerosand June Andrews had good
days at the plate, both going 2-for-3. An
drews finished with a double, single and a
walk. Freshman pitcher Stacey Roper (4-3)
pitched her fourth complete game. She al
lowed only six hits and two runs to earn the
victory.
"We have a lot more athletes on this year's
team than we did last year," explained An
drews, a sophomore. "Everyone is contribut
ing to make this season better and that's a
huge difference."
In game two, Savage seemed to be the
difference in defeating the host Poets. The
freshman pitcher improved her record to a
perfect 5-0. She earned her fourth complete
game of the year, allowing eight hits and one
Continued on page 17

Safe at third! As you can see, the runner has beaten the tag. Unfortunately
for her team, it wasn't enough to beat the Torera Softball Team.

Cartridge Recharging

COPIERS
•CanonPC, SharpZ50/70, Xeroxl012,..
LASER PRINTERS
*HP, Apple, Canon, Ricoh, IBM, Etc.

TURK Toner Products

299-6171
Within Walking Distance of USD:

6110 Friars Rd., Suite 201
San Diego, Ca. 92108
Directly above El Tecolote in
the NYPD shopping center

VL:

Crew rips Trojans
despite car trouble

by Conn Flanigan
The University of San Diego men's and
women's crew teams travelled to Los Ange
les to face the University of Southern Cali
fornia last Saturday and busted theTrojans in
three of four races.
The races were almost cancelled when the
rowers were stranded along the highway for
three hours when their bus broke down.
Obviously not rattled, the team continued

I
I

Saturday by appointment

(619) 744-5664
Fax: 744-7297

The week began when USD faced the
Irvine Anteaters whogave the team trouble
early on in the match by holding the score
to 5-3 in the first half. USD has been
somewhat inconsistent this year,and this
showed in the first half as the team played
down to Irvine's ability.
At halftime head coach Tom Lombardi
motivated the team and things began to
turn in the second half. This was evi
denced by Mark Boyd scoring the finest
goal of his career, a binder from 20 yards
out that was perfectly placed in the upper
right corner.
Dave Wodynskt then demonstrated the
superior skill of the Toreros as the main
stay defender went coast to coast and

*". ..

ripped a goal on the helpless Irvine goal
keeper. Senior goalie Cullen Matthews
also had the game of his career as he
stuffed 87% of Irvine's shots.
The great second half performance by
the team gave USD the momentum and
the win with an 11-4 victory.
The Irvinewin set the stage fix a league
championship game against Chapman
College lastSaturday at West Point field.
A win would earn the Toreros their sec
ond championship in only three years,
while a loss would have knocked them all
the way fo third,killing all hopes for the
WCLL playoffs.
The game was the final showing for
many senior LaCrosse players: Mark
Boyd, Neat Curry, Culfen Mathews, and
Todd Smith played all four years for the
team while Craig Austin, Jeff Carpenter,
and SteveKoenig played threeyearseach.
The senior team members especially
wanted the victory in order to graduate
atop the WCLL.
Chapman fellconfident coming into the
game on Saturday because they had noth
ing to lose and they wanted to spoil
USD's championship hopes.
They seemed like they would give USD
a good match as they scored first while
Continued on page 19

and won the men's varsity, the women's
novice, and the men's junior varsity/men's
freshman team in a combined event.
The women's novice started the day with a
very close race, but won it in the final sprint,
7:55 to 7:56.
The men's JV and freshman races were
combined since USC could only field a fresh
man boat. The two USD eights turned the
race into an intra-team battle with the JV
Continued on page 17

Women reg. $20
Men reg.
$16
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M-F, 9 - 5:30

LOW COSt

by Gary Gait
TheiJSD LaCrosse team reaped the bene
fits of a long, difficult season last week as
they beat UC Irvine and Chapman Col
lege to earn the number one spot in the
West Coast LaCrosse League (WCLL)
Southern division.
This is the second WCLL championship
the team has won in the last three years,
demonstrating the commitment and
strength that they have shown in the three
years that they have held official league
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| Specials:

$20.95*
(Black/Color Toners)
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" CUT"STYLE $12~!

CLASSIC
TRAVEL

.Laser-Printer.
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Toil highlighting
touch-up, $25
Tull weave, $35
"Spirals, $45
Terms, $30
(long hair extra)
Tull set acrylic $2
"Waxing,
1/2 leg, $15
* Bikini, $12

Mastey
Paul Mitchell
Aveda
Sebastian
etc.

Elias Hair Design

7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163)
Specials not valid when stylist is requested.
Exp 4/5/90
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Softball
Continued from page 16
run. S he owns a sparkling, team-leading ERA
of .051.
"The more I play, the more intense Iget, the
better I feel,"said Savage, who uses only two
pitches: a fastball which naturally rises and
a changeup. "I am always nervous, getting
butterflies before the game. The team is
constantly giving me confidence, and once I
get my first couple of strikes I feel fine."
The Toreras trailed early 1-0 but came back
in the third inning. Two Poet errors, one by
the shortstop and one by the second base
man, brought Andrews and Tarr across the
plate with the tieing and winning runs.
"I just want to have a winning season, stay
close as a team and continue to have fun,'
stated Savage.
It is that kind of unselfish attitude that has
made the USD softball team a success.

The Toreras play their first and only tour
nament of the season this Friday, Saturday
and Sunday as they travel to Cal State Uni
versity Bakersfield for a full weekend of
games. They are back home on Monday to
play Augsburg College. The doubleheader is
scheduled to begin at 4pm.
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Toreras psych up for tough week
After suffering through a week which
saw them win only one of three matches,
theUniversity of San Diego women's ten
nis team (17th ranked in the latest colle
giate poll) will take a record of 6-5 into
action this week.
It will be a busy week for Head Caoch
SHERRI STEPHENS and her Toreras —
between today and next Tuesday, five
matches are scheduled, all against quality
opponents.
Friday afternoon's opponent is the Uni
versity of South Carolina (1:30 pm, US D
West Courts). Saturday, the Toreras op
pose the University of Minnesota (10:30
am, USD West Courts). On Sunday, the
Toreras will face the University of South
ern California at 10:30 am at the San
DiegoRacquetClub(amake-upofamatch
rained out on February 4).
The whirlwind schedule of five matches
in eight days concludes on Tuesday, March
27th as the Toreras contest defending West
Coast Conference champion Peppcrdine
(1:30 pm, USD West Courts).
That schedule does not include what will
be, perhaps, the feature match of the sea
son. The nation's number one ranked
team, Stanford University, will take on

iheTorerasonThursday afternoon, March
29. That match will be held on the West
Courts and is scheduled to begin at 1:30
pm.
USD began action last week with a 5-2
victory over touring Texas A&M Uni
versity.
The Toreras received victories in singles
from senior ABY BRAYTON (#1), jun
ior TONYA FULLER (#2), sophomore
SAKOLWAN "TUCK" KACHAROEN(#3), senior CHRISTY DRAGE
(#4) and freshman LAURA MANNISTO
(#6). The #1 doubles team of Bray ton
and Kacharoen added to the triumph.
The other two matches did not turn out
the Toreras' way.
USD dropped a close, 5-4, decision to
Trinity (TX) University. The teams were
tied after singles at 3-3, the visitors secur
ing the victory with triumphs in two of
the three doubles matches.
TheToreras then droppcda7-2 decision
to the University of California. USD's
only triumphs were at #1 singles (Brayton took a 6-3, 6-4 decision over Cal's
LISA ALBANO) and at #3 doubles
(Fuller and freshman PAULA HANSEN
were 6-7,6-4,6-4 victors).

Crew

Continued from page 16
finishing the course in 6:32, and the fresh
man clobbering their USC counterparts 6:37
to 7:06.
Freshman stroke Todd Schwindt
commented,"We were so far ahead of USC
after only a couple minutes that we concen
trated on beating our J V team, and we stayed
with them until the final sprint. We're happy
to have beaten USC."
The women's varsity eight had tougher
competition. The Toreras got an eight seat
lead midway through therace, but USC surged
and caught up.
They battled for the remainder of the course
and the Trojans nipped our crew in a photo
finish, 7:08.7 to 7:09.1.
The final race of the day was the men's
varsity eights. Clearly the Toreros came to
race as the eight led from start to finish,
gaining ground on each stroke. The final
times were USD 6:17 to USC's 6:39, a
whopping margin at the varsity level.
Senior Todd Miccio had this to say, "We
had heard that USC may not be that fast, but
we showed up, contentonly to race well, and
we did."
The crew teams will get the chance to race
again this Saturday when they travel to Los
Angeles to battle Loyola Marymount.

Directorships Available
Get involved with
Controller
Auditor
Bike Race Director
Elections
Public Relations
Film Forum
Speaker's Bureau
Concert Board

Cultural Arts
Showcase Director
Community Service
Lark Director
Corporate Relations
VISTA Editor
Yearbook Editor

Postitions for the 1990-91 school year will be available in the AS. Office, UC 225.
Deadline for the applications is April 2nd at 5:00pm.
Interviews will be April 3-6th.
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Torero tennis smashes Yale
back to the "Ivy League"

John Cunningham-A legend
(not) in his own mind
USD's head baseball coach, John Cun
ningham, has recieved the highest honor
any baseball coach can recieve — he has
been inducted into the American Baseball
Coaches Association Hall Of Fame.
Cunningham, who is in his 27th year of
coaching, has an overall record of 612611-14. He will beinducted withfive other
coaches into the current line-up of 137
other amateur baseball coaching greats.

Gathers: Clean, but unhealthy
When 23 year-old star basketball player
Hank Gathers fell to the ground during a
game and died, many people suspected the
evil hand of drugs played a role.
Last week, toxilogical tests done on Gath
ers' tissue and blood proved that Gathers
had not been using drugs and was not on
drugs at the time of his death.
Autopsy reports blame the tragedy on a
weak, defective heart muscle that had de
teriorated beyond life supporting quality.
It is unknown why his heart deteriorated at
all.

Spring Training to open
Owners and players of Major League
baseball finally reached an agreement. The
details are many and the benefits few.
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by Ed Collins
The University of San Diego men's ten
nis team made it four in a row last Sunday
when they defeated Yale to win the 4th
Annual USD Invitational Men's Tennis
Tournament.
Played over three days, the eight team
tournament included Washington, Iowa,
Pacific, Navy, Dartmouth, Yale, Northern
Arizona, and USD.
Behind strong singles play, the Toreros
lost only one of 18 matches. USD swept
aside the challenges of Northern Arizona,
Iowa, and Yale to improve their record to
14-2.
Against NAU the Toreros lost only one
set in a lopsided 9-0 victory. Earning
singles wins were Jose Luis Noriega, Chris
Toomey, JR Edwards, Sven Dargatz,
Thomas Simonsen, and Tim Bubnack.
In the semifinal with Iowa, the scores
were closer as the Hawkeyes won three
matches to the Toreros six. Winning in
singles were Noriega (#1), Mattera (#2),
Edwards (#3), Bradley (#4),and Simonsen

away one less game in beating David
Gollob, 6-3,6-0. Another senior, Chris
Toomey, dropped the only setof the day to
Rick Theobald, but won handily in the
third set, 6-3,4-6,6-1.
In the bottom half of the lineup, the
Toreros lost a total of seven games. Dan

(#6).
In a rematch of last year's finals, USD
took on Yale, #2 in the Ivy League in 1989,
on a perfect Sunday afternoon in front of a
big hometown crowd.
At #1 singles, Yale's Craig Kennedy came
out of the starting blocks in a big hurry
taking a 4-1 lead over Noriega behind a
flurry of big serves and backcourt winners.
This proved to be all he could muster as
Noriega masterfully won thenext 11 games
to win 6-4,6-0.
At the #2 spot, senior JR Edwards gave

x-

leadership.

JR Edwards shows the concentration
it takes to be a champion Torero.
Mattera (#4) defeated Bill Featherston 60,6-1, Kevin Bradley (#5) beat Marc
Howard 6-3,6-0, and Thomas Simonsen
(#6) knocked off Santu Seppala 6-0,6-3.
For going undefeated throughout the
Invitational, USD's JR Edwards was
awarded the Most Valuble Player, and
David Gollob of Yalerecieved the Sports
manship Award.
For coach Ed Collins, whose #25 ranked
Toreros have now won 13 straight dual
matches, winning the tournament was
gratifying.
"I'm impressed with how the guys com
pete when they have little to gain and
plenty to lose," said Collins, referring to
USD's wins over unranked teams.
The team will get a chance to move up
in the ranking when they travel to USC
for an important match tomorrow.

A good man can handle It.

You don't have to look twice to see
that this man is in charge There is a
certain strength of character, an un
deniable sense of self-confidence,
that says he is a leader Men believe
in him. because he believes in him
self He is a Marine officer
If you believe in yourself, and
would like to find out more about
the kind of leaders we look ,
for. call I-800-MARINES.
Who knows, we may not $-Ar
have to look any |f<lfJnw
further than you 1YMZU.li/U5

The Few.The Proud.The Marines.

by Murphy Canter

Baseball strike's
over: SO!
After a thirty-two day spring training camp
lock out, major league baseball players and
owners have reached an agreement that will
start the season a week late and hopefully
salvage all 164 games of the regular season.
I'm still pissed off.
I'm pissed off at every single aspect of the
contract negotiations that I know about. I'm
pissed off that there will be no traditional
Opening Day. I'm pissed off that no matter how
pissed off I get there's nothing I can do about it.
To begin with, I don't think this whole mess
Hever had to happen. Both sides have had four
* is to talk before ever having to resort to
strikes or lock outs, but they waited until the
beginning of spring training to discuss inevi
table problems.
What's worse is how pig-headed both sides
were during the negotiations. I realize that there
were million dollar principles at stake, but
when you're responsible for something as
important as major league baseball then maybe
you shouldn' t beso very egocentric and greedy.
Also, what did anyone gain from the whole
thing? The arbitration agreements that were the
biggest bone of contention ended up benefitting
only 17% of the players. Owners ended up
contributing 55 million more dollars a year to
the player's pension plan, which really isn't
that much when you divide that sum into 24 of
America's wealthiest families/businesses.
Tragically, the loss of playing time and fan
support will prove more expensive than any
monetary gain.
Another thing that really corks my bat is that
there will be no traditional Opening Day for
baseball. The second day of April is Opening
Day. I know a lot of people say that it doesn't
matter, that the first day of games is Opening
Day. Tell that to all the people who are real fans,
who get excited in March because April is right
around the base path, who make plans to travel
that week to their favorite ball park, who had to
wait in dismay because the season might not
happen at all. Baseball is steeped in tradition
and any variation on that tradition, especially
because of nonsense like this lock-out, hurt the
spirit of the game.
Finally, everytime the players/owners screw
up the season because of greed and childish
ness, the only ones who suffer are the fans. I
bought season tickets this year for the first time
and I was all excited about the season. Now I
would like to send my tickets back with a
discreet letter expressing my feelings: A xerox

Continued on page 19
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10 SESSIONS - $30
European Perms & Cuts
& Waxing
facials $25
1/2 Off'til 3/29/90
European First time customers only.
Fills $12
body wrap
with selected
manicurists
$39
25% OFF ALL
HAIRCARE PRODUCTS
Mon.-Fri. 9-9 Sat. 9-5

Contact First Lieutenant Brannon at 294-2174
or visit us at your Career Day on March 28th.

Sportstalk

NewHart's

(formerly Nails and More)

4373 Convoy
279-2440

Lillick & McHose
Law Firm

I needs summer subletb
If you are interested in
subletting your
furnished apartment
or have a
room to rent
from May through August
PLEASE CALL TAMMY
at 544-3132
or
234-5000
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The LaCrosse Corner

"Because you can never get enough of guys with big sticks hurting each
other"

This was a great week for Torero La
Crosse so congratulate the playersand wish
them luck in the upcoming playoffs.
Also, ask yourself this question: Why
doesn't the administration support an ath
letic team that has full league status, plays
aga inst teams with scholarships, can' t even
afford to pay its its own coach, and brings
status to the school by consistently winning
league championships?
The LaCrosse team has worked hard in the
past five years by regaining the Southern

Division Championship. In 1990 they de
serve more administrative support than they
are getting.
The team members are students as well as
athletes, and a perceptive institution should
accommodate the needs of both.
I hope that USD will become more respon
sive to all of its student-athletes in the fu
ture.

LaCrosse enters
championships in
first position
Continued from page 16
the USD goal ie was i n the penalty box
for a cross checking penalty. This
goal was the only light of day that
Chapman saw because USD immedi
ately responded like the champions
that they were soon to be.
The defense crushed Chapman with
some devastating hits, especially Jeff
Carpenter, Alec Rhodes, and Dave
Wodynski. Wodynski sent one player
to the hospital aftera brutal shot block
ing body check in the fourth quarter.
Tbeoffense peaked against Chapman
and showed their goal scoring poten
tial,
Craig Austin scored twogoals, Mark
Boyd and Phil Cooke had three each.

Lax Bit: Did you know that a LaCrosse
ball consists of a metal core encased in

Golfing Toreros swing away
by C. Hardy Kalisher
The University of San Diego men's golf
team finished in fifth at their own 36 hole
Invitational at Carmel Mountain Ranch
Country Club on the 12th and 13th of March.
US International University swept both
the team title, with a score of 592, and the
individual title. Champion John Adams' two
day total of 143 was two over par.
UC Irvine finished second at 604. A score
of 144, by Scott McGihon, was good enough
for second in the individual standings.
A two round score of 615 placed USD in
fifth. Senior, Rick Schultz and sophomore,

Creighton Aotani tied for seventh with 150.
In a head-to-head matchagainst Dartmouth
College, theToreros fell 395-398 at theStar
dust Country Club, in San Diego, Sunday
afternoon.
Highlighting the match for USD was Mark
Yarter, who tallied a score of 76, tying him
for medalist honors.
The Toreros, coached by Frank Cates,
travel to Rancho Palos Verdes for a match
against Cal State Dominguez Hills, on Fri
day.
The golfing Toreros will cart their way to
Turlock for the Cal State Stanislaus Invita
tional, next Monday and Tuesday.

www

Advertising Club of San Diego
Applicants must be currently enrolled in
a San Diego County university /college.
Candidates must have completed at
least two years of college by 7/1/90 and
have at least one year or more of fulltime academic training remaining to be
completed in San Diego. Eligible
majors include: marketing, advertising,
and communications. Awards up tp
$2,500. Minimum GPA of 3.0 required.
(Deadline 4/24/90)
Automotive. Hall of Fame
Educational Fund
Applicants must demonstrate academic
excellence and show an intrest in the
automotive industry. Awards vary.
(Deadline 4/31/90)

four goals. Chapman was entirely
unable to adjust to the precise USD
offense.
After playing Sacramento State and
Chico State up North in two weeks,
the team will enter into the first round
of the WCLL championship playoffs.
They will face the first or second
place division I team, so whoever this
might be the game will bea challenge
for the Toreros.
The lasl time USD was in the play
offs they beat the ASU Sundevils in
the first round and lost to the Whiltier
Poets, who eventually became the
WCLL champs, in the second.

EDITOR'S NOTE: There is really noth
ing pressing that I need to tell you, I just
felt we've been drifting apart. It makes
me sad that no one corresponds with me
unless they're an irate swim coach or
some other lunatic who wants to com
plain about an article they misunder
stood. If there's anything you want to see
covered in sports that isn't or anything
that is which shouldn't be, drop me a line
care of the Vista. Also, I would appreci
ate any constructive criticism about ei
ther content or design. Don't be afraid,
I'm easy. Murphy Canter

Creighton Aotani

SCHOLARSHIP CORNER

M

Sportstalk
Continued from page 18
of either my middle finger or akiss print on my
bare bottom. But that won't even do so much as
reach the ears of a secretary in the Padres front
office much less stir the heart and mind of any
player/owner.
Besides, I love baseball and I want to go to the
games. So now, rather than being a happy, sat
isfied, gung-ho Padre fan, I'm a disgruntled,
resentful, unhappy spectator who, in the back
of his mind, wants a stray ball to hit every
player who isn't wearing his cup.
So what does it all mean when you fit it into
the Big Picture? Nothing. Players and owners
will still fight with all the greed and selfinterest possible, fans will still get shafted and
still come back likejunkies, and the integrity of
the game will suffer with every "Play ball!"
that isn't cried out.
How long do you think this system can sur
vive?

STUDY UN
S1PAHN m CHINA
College credit. Reasonable cost.
Summer/Fall programs.
Contact:
Budget Study Abroad
2626 E Madison #7
Seattle, WA 98112
(206) 726-1498

$ EASY MONEY!!
I will pay $25
for your phone book.
Call Lee Ramsey
collect at:

(615) 577-7237
ASTHMA EESE AECH
Mild to moderate asthmatics
needed to help evaluate new
medications.
Earn up to $250 and receive
free physical and medication.

Clinical Trails Center

294-3787
BE YOUR OWN BOSS!

AT LAST!!

(A/I
of California

3

Coming
to San Diego
Ujena swimwear
Ujena casuals
Body Pro Exercise wear
San Diego's largest
mix&match swimsuit
selection
Opening March 31st
Mission Valley Center

10% discount with student ID

Distributorships, dealerships,
money-making opportunities,
franchises, & mail orders.
For details, send $2.00 to:
National Marketing Company
Box 3006
Boston, MA 002130

SPEEDY RESEARCH
Reports: $5.00 per page

Over 50,000 topics and clippings.
Materials for research assistance only!!
Custom researchavailable.

6546 Hollywood Blvd. Rm. 209
Los Angeles, CA 90028
Hours: M-F 10:30-6:30 Sat. 11-4
TODAY!

(213)463-1257 If

Budweiser.l

IM Distinctions

Where's the sun?
Yet again it was another blustery
day at the ball park. But thanks to
the dill igen t IM staff and theperseverence of tire co-rec Softball play
ers we completed week 3 of the
season.
#1 ranked Better Buy the Case
handily did away with Sigma Chi
10-0. Maria Lopez, Leisa Hagen,
and John Gillis all homered for the
Case, to lead them to victory.
#2 ranked Rec-ing Crew,
struggled once again with their unranked opponent. This time it was
Pat Connolly's Trivial Piisuit.
Andy Berg's Crew had to score 3
runs in the sixth to protect their
lead and finally win 8-5. Brian
Letofsky went 3-4 ina losing effort
for Trivial Pursuit.
#3 ranked Czars faced #5 ranked
Staff Infection. The game stayed
close for the first 2 innings, but
then the Czars exploded for 8 runs
in the next two innings to finally

Sigma Chi takes
fraternity lead
Thanks to a strong basketball
showing, Sigma Chi has passed
j Delta Tau Delta in the fraternity
race. As of March 19, Sigma Chi led
with 104 points while the defending
champs Delta Tau Delta was close
behind with 102. Sigma Pi has a
solid hold on third place at 66 and
Phi Kappa Theta still stays in the
! positive column with 26 points.

IM REMINDER:
Entries for Innertube Water Polo
j were due yesterday, but we still have

I a few spots open. Get your team
entry in today. Remember, the sea! son starts tomorrow.

win 11-7. Leading the way for the
Czars was Cathy Singer who went
3-4, and scoring 4 runs.
4th ranked Palomar Pineriders
faced AKPsi Pleasure Machine.
Trent Reupert's Pineriders took
no time in doing away with AKPsi
as they scored 6 runs in the first
inning. Palomar's defense an
chored by Frank Walsh, Sue Brennan then held on for the win, 7-1.
Palomar Pineriders then turned
around and had to play Trivial
Pursuit. Down by 5-3 in the top of
the seventh, Trivial Pusuit Scored
2 runs to tie it up and that's how it
remained, 5-5.
In the only B-league action of the
day, undefeated Delta Tau Delta
went up against the Free Agents.
Leading the way for the Delts was
Dan Wornock and Tim Clarke. The
Delts finally overcame a wellimproved Free Agents team, 7-3.

WTtWCHT
BOWLING
THE LEGEND
LIVES!
Circle the date March 30 on your
calendar and plan no events forearly
Saturday morning because Midnight
Bowling is back!
That's right! The legend lives on as
U.S.D. takes over the Clairmont Bowl
from 12:00-2:30am on Friday March
30. Or is that really the 31st?
Two men and two women is all it
takes to field a team. The cost is
$4.50 per person for threegames and
shoes. Drinks are an optional cost.
Entries are due Wednesday March
28 so don't miss out on this always
fun-filled evening. Join in on the fun
and go Midnight Bowling!

Mens A Tennis
Match of the Week: Eduardo
Touche vs. Jason Tyer
Player of the Week: Bryan Davis
Mens B Tennis
Match of the Week: Mario Vindeni
vs. Chris Striebel
Player of the Week: Mario Vindeni
Womens A Tennis
Match of the Week: Michelle Muff
vs. Sara Costigan
Player of the Week: Michelle
Peyrebrune
Womens B Tennis
Match of the Week: Chris Hegardt
vs. Jane Hunter
Player of the Week: Cecilia Garcia
Co-Rec A Volleyball
Match of the Week: Six Pack Rats
vs. TOHO 9
Team of the Week: Six Pack Rats
Male Player of the Week: Chris
Sego (Kamikazee Spikers)
Female Player of the Week: Carla
Ceja (IM Nuts 2)
Co-Rec B Volleyball

Match of the Week: Free Balls
Revenge vs. Oakies & Co.
Team of the Week: Free Balls
Revenge
Male Player of the Week: Steve
Van Wyk (12 Pack Mice)
Female Player of the Week: Tracy
Spangler (The Words)
Mens A Basketball
Game of the Week: 3XL vs Sigma
Fly
Team of the Week: 3XL, Repeat
Performance
Player of the Week: Pat Marsh (16
Dribbling Balls)
Mens B Basketball
Game of the Week: Pigs in the
Paint vs. Yogi Yahooies
Team of the Week: Box Out
Player of the Week: Braulio Cas
tillo (Charity Muff)
Mens F/S Basketball
Game of the Week: Sports Center
vs. Business
Team of the Week: Student Affairs
Player of the Week: Mitch Malachowski (Arts & Sciences)

Subway IM game of the week
Date: Sunday March 25
Time: 11:00 am
Site: Softball Field
Game: Men Up, Belly up vs. Long
Balls
As a rule, B-league teams get
cheated when it comes to publicity.
These guys play just as hard (per
haps not as well) and with just as
much spi rit as their A-leaguecounter

parts. Yet when the articles are
written, it is the Godfathers, 8
Around, and Post-Season Cramps
who get all the ink- Not any more!
This week's featured Subway IM
Game of the Week matches the top
two B-league Softball teamsin a battle
for #1. Neither is likely to win the
school championship, but one will
certainly be eating better after Sun
day's game.
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